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GENERAL INFORMATION
I,I
	
GENERAL DESCRIPTION - INTEGRATED PROGRAMMABLE ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER
& HYDRON I C SUES-SYSTEM
The Sunkeeper I.P.E.C.H. subsystem is a completely assembled, piped,
wired and tested package. It is designed to be used in large residen-
tial and small commercial solar heating applications. The package
consists of three basic systems, a power panel and programmable micro-
processor, a hydronic solar collection pumping system and a hydronic
heating hot water pumping system.
The package requires only field connection of piping, power and sensor
devices. It may be programmed to collect solar energy from the user's
collector based on a number of user determined inputs such as solar
insolation, date, time of day, outdoor ambient conditions, etc. In
addition, it may be programmed to heat various zones of the user's
facility as determined by user installed zone thermostats or to store
collected solar energy in user supplied storage tanks. Once user
supplied inputs are connected, sequence of operation, set-points, and
priorities may be changed at will without the need for field wiring
changes.
The user may, through the use of a compatible portable printer terminal,
have access to the controller either on site or remotely by telephone
modem. Access features include a 32; hour programable interval history file
of user selected data, print-out of all *inputs and out puts, location of
control sequence N program, ag ility to edit program and program print-out
In addition, the controller may be connected to a remnte master computer
for data logging or master command,
_ interrogation or program editing,
Built In Flexibility
No Software Costs
Lower Overall Costs
More Efficient
Control sequence easily changed or modified
by plant electrician or maintenance personnel
User establishes his own control sequence and
uses simplified commands to enter sequence
into Sunkeeper - no initial or future software
expenses.
No outside personnel required for installation,
programming, or operation.
Uses less electrical power and is physically
smaller than hard wired relay controllers.
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More Reliable
	 All solid state construction - no moving
f
parts that wear out or.require alignment.
Future Expansion	 Control sequence easily adapts to accept
additional sensors or actuators as system
expands.
{ Computer Compatability 	 Permits communications between Sunkeepea-
i
Control Unit and computer modems, printers
or displays.
Data Logging	 Monitors system performance and control
operations and with printer terr!inal provides
hard copy print-out of history of events.
25 Year Calendar/Clock
	
Accurate for 25 years, increments (seconds,
minutes, days, etc.) can be included as part
of user's control sequence.
1.2 CAPABILITIES
A powerful,non-erasable master program is stored in the Sunkeeper Control
Unit's 8K of PROM memory. This factory supplied master control program allows
the user to enter his particular control sequence programin the 16K of RA14
!	 9
memory. The combination of the master program and the user's control sequence
provides.the control for both the Sunkeeper Control Unit and the energy system
being monitored.
j	 The master program can perform the following basic mathematical operations:
Addition of analog input values
Subtraction ofinalog input values
Comparison of analog input values
Less than {^)
{	 Greater than j :--)
r;	 Equal to { _ )
Averaging of analog input values or % of "on"time of
digital output, input or bit values.
3
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In addition the master program can also solve the logic of a series
of operations such as in the following statement:
If the value of A lessthe value of B is greater than C
do a task
The user's control sequence is a specific logical operation that takes
into consideration all the variables effecting his system (temperature,
time, switch settings, etc.). When certain conditions are met, the control
sequence uses t0c ourp-it lines to alter the operation of the system being
monitored.
The clock is the only major component of the Sunkeeper Control Unit
that is not controlled by either the master program or the user's control
sequence. This calendar/clock has a 25 year life span. The clock is extremely
accurate and provides discrete time increments of tenths of a second, seconds,
minutes, hours, time of day, week, month and year. The clock automatically
compensates for Leap Years and months having 31 days'. It never needs to be
adjusted as long as power is not lost for longer than two consecutive days.
But even then, it is easily reset and will continue'to run with the same accuracy.
e
The clock increments (seconds, hours, days, etc.) can be used by the users control
sequence for time clocking functions, step controlling functions, or to set time
delays between energizing or de-energizing a series of items. (Refer to Sect. 3.5)
Another unique capability of the Sunkeeper Control Unit is the ability
of the master program to perform data logging operations. This data logging
feature permits the status of any combination of inputs or outputs (up to lb)
to be sampled at selectable intervals. Upon request by the user, the log
containing the averaged values of the monitored lines is printed out in a
format usable by plant engineers or maintenance personnel.
Page 1-5'
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As the user constructs, debugs or edits his control sequence the master
program monitors the entries and, if incorrect procedures are attempted,
prints out an error message that identifies the incorrect action. The user
can also modify an existing control sequence without, actually first destroying
the old sequence. This permits the user to evaluate a new control sequence
before making it permanent in his system.
The Sunkeeper Control unit also permits both digital outputs and analog
inputs to be disabled from the operating system and other values assigned to
these lines. By use of terminal unit. This disable feature-is especially useful
when checking out new equipment added to an existing system or when servicing
or troubleshooting a . system that is - suspected of improper opration.
The Sunkeeper Control Unit has a complete computer-like interface with
provisions for selectable data transmission (baud) rates. This permits a
wide variety of interfacing equipment for input/output operations. (computers,
teletypewriters, CRTs, printers, etc.)
The I.P.E.C.H. subsystem is designed to pu*ip water and control flow
through any or all of eight solar collectors or hot water heating zones. The
ior all of the inputs may be used in programming to control all outputs.
Any 16 of the inputs or outputs may be data logged.
1.3
	
FEATURES
The rugged solid state construction of the Sunkeeper Control Unit allows
it to be installed in normal work areas. No speciai • enclosure or environment
is required. Even occasonal water splashes or rain do not effect the controller;'
operation. Also, it not effected by high humidity, high or low temperatures
and it can operate in high dust levels.
The back up battery continues to power the calendar/clock and the RAM
for up to two days if normal AC power is lost. During this battery powered
period the Sunkeeper can not perform any control operation, 'but the clock
timing and user's control sequence is not lost. This prevents temporary
power losses from erasing the user's control sequence thus necessitating
having to reload the complete sequence. The master control sequence can
not be lost, damaged, or altered by extended power outages (less than 60
days) or even by incorrect programming or operator actions. The indestruct--
able master control sequence can be changed or erased only at the Sunkeeper
factory.
All inputs (32 analog and 32 digital) and outputs (32 digital) lines
+	 are optically isolated by the internal circuits. This isolation prevents
high voltage transient spikes from damaging the processing circuits.
The 32 digital inputs accept on/off conditions that monitor the status
of motor starters, valves, switches, door closures, alarms, thermostats,
I
	 and other interlocks. The 32 analog inputs can be donnected to detectors
that monitor temperatures, pressures, light intensity flow rates, humidity
or other control variables. Thermistor sensors produce reading directly in
Page 1-7
Fdegrees F'arenheit. No conversion is needed. The 32` digital (on/off) outputs
can be used to start or stop my tors, open or close valves, and perform other
ss
functions in the'cnntroll scheme.
The Sunkeeper Control Unit has plug-in connections for input and output
control wiring. This permits the unit to be disconnected quickly and easily
during initial hook-up and also for maintenance procbdures.
Multiple Sunkeepers (up to 10 units) can be interconnected utilizing the
standard ASCII procedure to produce more complex systems and also to permit
a central communications station for all units.
The I.P.E.C.H. sub-assembly is a complete factory wired and tested package.
Ali components are mounted on a structural steel frame. The control panel
contains the Sunkeeper Controller, 4 triac relay boards, terminal strips,
convenience outlet, transformer, motor starters and circuit breakers. The
sub-system requires only field connections to user supplied power and solar
and heating zone piping. User supplied sensor and digital input wiring may
be connected to the terminal strips provided. In addition, user supplied
controls such as valves, relays and motor starters may be wired to the
terminal strips provided. User must supply control voltage power source
for these additional items.
1.4 Typical Sunkeeper Applications
While the Sunkeeper Control Unit can be configured in many applications,
most usages can be classified under one of the following four major applica-
tion headings:	 is
1. Energy Management Systems
2. Control & Monitoring Applications
3. Lighting Control
4. Data Logging
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1 .5	 SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE SPEC I F I CAT! ON8
SUDSYSTE14 ENVIRONMENT
T
' 	 TE14PERATURE: 400 to 100°F
RELATIVE. HUMIDITY: 5 - 95% non 'condensing
PRIMARY POWER: 117 + 10%,
	
single phase,	 two wire
60 Ilz 30 amp set-vice
	 -
IIYDRON I CS .
PCOLLECTOR C I RCULATI ON' SYSTEI4	 A ,4
FLO14 RATE: 15 gal./min:
.	 MAX PRESSURE: 30 Psi
PRESSURE HEAD: 1O feet maximum	 _.
FLUID TEMPERATURE: ' 24O°F	 ry
PUTAP DUTY CYCLE: 100%
'	 UP TO EI GFT (8)	 ELECTRICALLY VALVED PORTS FOR ARRAY
CONTROL AT 3.3 Cv/VALVE
ZONE WATER SYSTEM
FLOW RATE: 46-GPM	 -
14AX PRESSURE: 30 PSI
PRESSURL HEAD: 30 ft.	 max.,
- FLUID TLI's E RRATURE: 240°F Max.
•	 PUIi;
	
DUTY CYCLE: 100%
UP TO EIGHT	 (8)	 C.LECTRICALLY VALVED PORTS FOR ZONE
CONTROL AT 4.1 WVALVE
C01-LECTOR PANEL MAN I FOLD VALVE IILODULE
MAX,	 PRESSURE: 125 PSI
VALVE. ACTUATOR: 6 watts e 24VAC
VALVE: ACTUAT I Ofd T Iii E: 10 Seconds
MAN' TEMPERATURE: 240°F	 -
PIPE SIZE: 3/4Inch Output,	 1	 1/2	 Inch	 Inlet
Z014E MANIFOLD VALVE MODULE
MAX. PRESSURE. 125 PSI
VALVE ACTUATOR: G watts la 214VAC
'	 VALVE ACTU1=.'I . 1014 T I MC 1 O . Seconds '
MAX. TEMPERATURE: 2001=
PIPE SIZE: 9	 !nc!•i	 Output,	 1	 1/2	 Inch	 inlet
x
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AUXILIA RY
 
ENERGY SOURCE C 1 EiCULATOR PUMP
CONTROL	 IS AVAILABLE FOR UP TO 1 HP PUMP
PHYSICAL S I Z E
SIZE:	 32"	 x	 4'x6.'	 Height-
SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT:	 Approximately 900 pounds
DESIGN LIFE
DESIGN LIFE OF ALL SUBSYSTE14 MODULES: 	 20 Years
CONTROLLER
POWER;	 117VAC + 20"x,	 GO Hz,	 25 Watts
S17E:	 24.0" x —16'. 0"	 K 4.75"
	
1
ANALOG INPU TS
THERI•IISTOR:	 Potentiometric measurement with pull
up resistor	 (3TR. S`^  }	 to +6. 2V
AIJALOG:	 ,O to 6.2V.,	 Ziri > 3K
MANUFACTURES:
	 Fenwal; or Precon
r S14ITCII	 l NPUTS
'4
R I S I 146 THRESHOLD:	 9. 2 --	 15.5 Vo l ts
FALLING TI-IRESI-IDLD :	 1.75 - 7.3 Volts
INPUT	 IMPEDAI{CE:	 1.5K
STATE DEFINITION;	 OPEN = GND	 OFF
' LED 1140 E CATOR WITH EACH I NPUT
DIGITAL OUTPUT
CURRENT CAPABILITY.	 100 mA s i rik max.
VOL'T'AGE:	 Cl affll)cd	 to , P2. 11V,
	 -0-3V
LED INDICATOR W iTil EACH OUTPUT
VO L"TAGE"S	 (AVAIL/f BI-rf	 FOR Ui-:GIQ
.1-5,	 113,	 -1•211 •1• 12 Vol t-, 	zi Iab16' On C6n cctor's,
@ 250 inA Max, Each
5
.
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SECT ION I I INSTALLATION 
	 Q`
2.1 UNPACKING AND- INSPECTION OF SWEEPER CONTROLLER
The Sunkeeper Control Unit i s shipped in a durable box that will protect
the unit from damage during normal handling. The Sunkeeper Controller is
shipped separately from the I. P.E.C.H. package and must be field installed
In the control panel.
NOTE
It is recommended that the shlppi _ng carton and the shock resistant
foam packaging material be saved for use as a storage container or,
in the event the unit has to be returned to the factory, as a shipping
carton again.
Each Sunkeeper is shipped with six standard input /output ribbon cables and
a 7th communications cable that is specifically configured to interface the
user's terminal (TTY, printer, CRT) to the Sunkeeper.. Four of the ribbon
cables are terminated at one end with a 25 pin female connector and the other
two cables have a male 25 pin connector at one end. These 6 ribbon cables have
the other cable end wired to input/output terminals so that they can be connected
to the - l'oad side of the control system.
	 ?""
NOTE	
a
Be sure to check the equipment and accessories found in the
shipping box agains the Invoice or bill of materials to ensure
that the correct items were received.
After completely unpacking, a thorough inspection of all Items should
be made. In particular, check the Sunkeeper for obvious damage to the cabinet
or for a cracked or broken display panal.
2.2 . SITE REQUIREMENTS
The Sunkeeper operates in normal working environments. No special
conditions are required, unless the temperature or humidity exceeds the units
i
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wide ranges of 40 to 100°F or 5 to 95% humidity,
Therefore, while the Sunkeeper performs the control functions commonly
only found in delicate computers, it can be installed directly in normal
working areas. It's rugged, solid state construction can withstand the
typical control room conditions because it Is drip proof, vibration resistant,
and	 immune to electrical
	 "noise"	 (static).
y	 .	 Y••1h,• ,—	 '^ ^N R'S'•g,	 h*,y.. ti.y+r^,.^f•p.,	
1#
n^	 .,	 `+•Z'i1' i	 l} 
	4 , .iY;^':A;:ySr?«"'o
	 ^ ;	
' 	
!^^\ T+....s^l^	 ,^i	 f	 • 1 	 , ..	 a 1 !r	 -^	 'r>wr,sr.•^-.	 ..	 • '. •	 ;1.4' Y:	 ^';`;,	 . 4}	 .•	 hit	 .^(; .sl,dti	 "'^''M ..	 ,a y^!	 ..	 ..
"'"^''^^ 	 The Sunkeeper Is designed to be vertically mounted so ` that the seven
interface cables route out of the bottom of the unit-.	 The only restrictl6n ..
r	 on the physical placement of the unit is that a normal air flow should be able
' -.	 t,. y.., .r` e^^^ .a...	 _ ..• .^ wT.L",^. 	 ....1^'."J^+MU•. ., _e.1u1R/,^\a Nj^`f'^.1t's:n.,►.•
to pass through the unit.	 kThe Sunkeeper is located. In control	 panel.
_NOTE
Do not mount or stack items directly above or b'eiow an installed
S • ,nkeeper unit. These items may prevent the Sunkeeper from receiving
the air flow normally used to cool the unit.
(The Sunkeeper Control Unit requires a standard.three prong ground 115 VAC
power receptacle which has been provided in the control panel.
CAUTION
REFER TO SECTION 3 BEFORE PLUGGING IN POWER CORD	 SW(;j T	 i'=s,-G°, W
2,3 CONNECTION OF INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
The recommended configuration for input and output connections is shown in
Dwg. 1054-000. The ribbon cables are routed from the Jacks on the Sunkeeper
to one side of the terminal block. Each individual wire in the cable is
separated, stripped, and attached to the corresponding terminal r!imber on
the block.
Tables 2-1 through 2-3 list the signals assigned to the individual
wires in the ribbon cable connected to the input/output ,jacks.
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The customer load side wiring connects to the other side of the 	 f`.f.
'	 1
terminal block. it is recommended that 18 gauge wire be used for this
customer interface. This gauge is sufficient for wire lengths up to
^: H
1000 feet.
All 32 digital inputs and 32 analog i nputs are
	 	 g	 	 pre►wi red to terminal
strips. Refer to wiring diagram Dwg. 10 54 for identification of these 	 e
Items.
3
The first 18 trial outputs have been factory wired to control the
zone valves and pumps. The balance of 14 trial outputs have been factory
wired to terminal strips in the control panel. For identification of
these items refer to wiring diagram Dwg. 1054-000.
.	 i
TABLE 2~ 1
f
ASSIGNMENT OF INPUT SIGNALS
Wire or Digital	 Inputs Digital	 Inputs Analog	 Inputs Analog Inputs
Pin No. to Sunkeeper to Sunkeeper to Sunkeeper to Sunkeeper
Connector JA Connector JB -Connector Jil Connecto - JJ
1 IN1 IN17 Al A17
2 IN2 IN18 A2 A18
3 IN3 ' IN19 A3 A19
4 IN4 IN20 A4 A20
5 IN5 IN21 A5 A21
6 IN6 IN22 A6 A22
7, IN7 IN23 A7 A23
8 IN8 IN24 A8 A24
9 IN9 IN25 A9 A25
10 IM10 IN26 A10 A26
11 IN]] IN27 All A27
12 IN12 1N28 612 A28
13 IN13 IN29 A13 A29
14 IN1 4 IN30 A14 A30
15 IN15 IN31 A15 A31
16 IN16 IN32 k16 • A32
17 +24 +24V +24V +24V
18 +24V +24V +24V +24V
I9 +24V +24V +24V SEE
+24V
MOTE
20 +24V See Note +24V	 See Note	 +24V +24V
21 +24V +24V +24V +24V
22 +24V +24V +24V +24V
23 GND GND	 ^" GND GND
24 GND GND GND GND
25 GND GND GI40 GNI?
NOTE: +24V and GND are not inputs but are available
at the designated connector pins for customer use.
TYPICAL CONNECTION CONFIGURATION
Sunkeeper
	
Customers Equipment
Unit	 JA
13 rN13	 ^
Relay
20	 +24V	 ^	 Contact
-----^
Ribbon Cabl e '
Page 2'-5
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Sunkeeper
	 JEUnit
	
9	 OUT 9
	
22	 +24V
u i pmen t
ay Coil
1a
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TABLE 2-2
M IGNMENT OF OUTPUT SIGNALS
Wire or Digital	 Outputs Digital Outputs
Pin No. from Sunkeeper from Sunkeeper
Connector JE Connector JF
1 OUT) OUT17
2 OUT2 OUT18
3 OUT3 OUT19
4 OUT4 OUT20
5 OUTS OUT21
6 OUT6 OUT22
7 OUT7 OUT23
8 OUTS OUT24
9 OUT9 OUT25
10 OUT1O OUT26
11 OUT11 OUT27
12 OUT12 OUT28
13 OUT13 OUT29
14 OUT14 OUT30
15 OUT15
a
OUT31
16 OUT16 OUT32
17 +5V +5V
18 +5V +5V
19 +8V +8V
20 +8V See Note +8V	 See Note
21 +24V +24V
22 +24V +24V
23 GND GND
24 GND GND
25 GND GND
NOTE:	 +511, +8V, +24V, and GND are not outputs but are available at the
designated connector pins for customer use.
TYPICAL CONNECTION CONFIGURATION
r	 CAUTION: The Sunkeeper can only supply a total of 25D ma. If requirements
exceed this limit, an external power supply must be used.
r
PAGI-
,EOOR QUALI1',, TABLE	 2-3	 I
ASSIGNMENT OF INTERFACE SIGNALS
Wire or Signals at Master	 ; Signals at Satellite
Pin No EIA Connector. EIA Connector
JC JD
1 Chassis Chassis
2 TDM (Output Or'ed) TDF (Input)
3 RDM (Input) RDF (Output)
4 RTSM (Output Or'ed) RTSF (Input)
5 CTSM (Input) CTSF (Output)
6 Not Used Not Used
7 Signal	 Gnd. Signal	 Gnd.
8 Not Used Not Used
q Not Used Not Used
10 Not Used Not Used
11 BSI $S1
12 Not Used Not Used
13 Not Used Mot Used
14 Not Used Not Used
15 Not Used Not Used
16 Not Used Not Used
17 Not Used Not Used
18 BS2 BS2
i
NOTES:	 1) Connector JC provides the interface-between the
Sunkeeper and the input/output terminal.
2) Connector JD is only used in multiple Sunkeeper
confi gurations.	 In this daisy-char installation,
' connector JD receives all 	 signals applied to JC.
Outputs from JC to JC are OV ED in the first 
Sunkeeper and transmitted out JD.to connector JC
In the second controller, etc.
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2.4 INSTALLATION CONNECTIONS
	2.4.1	 For installation dimensions of I.P.E.C.H. package refer to Dwg. 1061.
A total of 18 piping connections are required. They'consist of 8 - 1" male
copper heating system supply zone connections, 8 - 3/4" male solar system
supply zone connections, 1 - 1 1/2" remale copper heating system common return
connection and 1 - 1 1/2" female copper solar system'common return connection.
It is recommended that offsets in all these connections be made to eliminate
excess loads being applied to the package piping due, to thermal expansion. If
vibration transmission is a concern, flexible connectors are recommended.
2.5 FIELD WIRING
	
2.5.1	 i`-" diameter hole has hewn provided in the control panel to allow for
electrical power connection. A 115V, 1 Phase, 60 Hz', 30 Amp service is required.
Each package contains a 1/2 HP and a 1 HP pump motor. Both motors may have
occasion to start simulataneously.
	
2.5.2	 There are 32 digital inputs, 32 analog inputs and 14 digital outputs
available in the control panel. These items have been factory wired to terminal
strips. Refer to wiring diagram Nq. 1094 'for location and identification.
Some or al.1 of .these items as determined by the 'user , must be field wired.
	
2.5.3	 All field wiring shall comply with the National . Electric Code and all
state and local codes.
J
SECTION III USER'S GUIDE
10-^  POOR QUALI ' 1'.
3.1 LOCATION OF IHDICRTORS
The locations of the front panel indicators are shown in Figure 3-1.
The description and function of these display panel items is given in
Table 3-1.
}
3.2 INITIAL START-UP PROCEDURES
These procedures are valid only for the first time a Sunkeeper is
energized after receipt from the factory. To insure a successful start up,
the following procedures should be performed in the exact order presented:
1. Disconnect all input and output cables connected to the Sunkeeper.
2. If connected, disconnected interface cable from terminal to
Sunkeeper (at JD)	 .
3. Plug Sunkepper AC power cord into 115 VAC grounded outlet.
4. The following front panel indicators should illuminate:
a) Five power supply lights (11 through 15, Figure 3-1)
b) Timing (10, Figure 3-1-) should blink on and off
at one second rate.
a
C) RT5 indicator (5, Figure 3-1)
5. If the correct indications are displayed proceed to Step 13. If
indications are not as listed above, perform step 6.
6. Unplug the AC power cord and check the line fuse (25, Figure 3-1)
r
7. If correct rated fuse installed wait approximately five minutes
then apply AC power again.
8. If the indications are still not correct, unplug the unit and
unscrew the six screws that secure the front display panel.
g. After removing the display panel, gently push down on each of the a
integrated circuits,	 This action insures that these circuits
ii
securely_in their sockets.
10. With the display panel removed, check to see that the cable
connector in the cable between the RAM and the main logic board
is mated correctly.
11. Install the front panel, and plug in the Sunkeeper,
12. if the correct indications do not appear, unplug the unit and
re-package the unit for return shipping to the factory.
NOTE
Refer to the Sales Agreement for complete shipping instructions.
13.. Connect the interface cable only for the • terminal into JU.
The Sunkeeper is now ready to accept: commands from the terminal and
to transmit data back to the terminal.
3.3 HOW TO ENTER COMMANDS
All communication between the Sunkeeper and the operator is via a
teletypewriter*or a CRT terminal, Commands and equipment status are presented
in easy to understand English abbreviations. No complex, computer-like
if
languages are used. '(Texas instruments silent 745 o ,r equal)
All commands are sent to the Sunkeeper by typing them on the terminal's
keyboard. Responses from the Sunkeeper are presented on the video display or
i	 ,
#	 typed out on paper. All commands to the Sunkeeper are follwed by a "Carriage
Return" (CR) which indicates to the Sunkeeper that the command is completed.
The unit does not process a command until the CR is entered (typed). As
characters of a command are typed by the operator, they are displayed at the
terminal. Whenever the Sunkeeper is ready to accept commands from the terminal,
it types the character "R".
Most commands are a combination of capital letters and numbers. Only
capital letters are allowed in alpha-numeric commands.
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Letters are produced in the standard typewriter method of holding down the
SHIFT key while typing the letters. Remember to release the SHIFT key when
-	 numbers are being entered!
Most commands consist of a series of numbers which are entered separately
by commas or. spaces (SPACE BAR pressed for each space). if a series of
sequential numbers are to be entered, the first and last
number is entered, separated by a dash. For example, 115 - S" is equivalent to
Also the slash symbol {/) is interpreted-by the Sunkeeper as "all
numbers which apply". For example, in specifying ouiput lines, 'Y" has the
meaning 1-32 because there are 32 output lines.
Spaces between letters and numbers in a command-rejuire the SPACE BAR be
'	 pressed to enter the correct command.
If during entering a command an incorrect character is typed, it can be
erased by pressing the RUBOUT key one time for each incorrect character. Whole
wards or even complete command lines can be erased wing the RUBOUT key. All
data, back to the last CR, can be erased,and re-entered without effecting the
Sunkeeper.
No matter how incorrectly commands are entered, the master control sequence
can not be damaged through improper terminal usage. Also, the master control
sequence can detect incorrectly entered commands and notify the operator of
his mistake. If anything about a command is incorrect, the Sunkeeper tyres an
error message number f=ollowed by a question mark. Ta ble 3-2 conatins the list
of error message numbers and their meanings. Using -these descriptions you
f	 can re-enter the command correctly and then continue communicating with the
Sunkeeper.
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3. 4 ADDRESSING SUNKEEPER UNITS
Each Sunkeeper Unit is assigned a unique four digit address code that
must be used when initial communications with the unit are attempted. The
correct way to address a Sunkeeper is as follows:
This command in English is entered in 5 steps:
1.	 Press Shift Key
2.	 Type $ (ampersand key)
3.	 Type N
#.	 Type four character address code
5.	 Release Shift Key
6.	 Press Carriage Return key (CR) i
After the address code is entered 	 the Sunkeeper Is ready to accept
other commands. b:
.	 All communications with a Sunkeeper unit gust bg preceded by its address 31
h:-
^^	 3
code in this form, or the unit will not accept any commands from the operator.
7.	 Type Z & to clear all
	 programming.
$.	 Reenter code 9. Type Pu: should , print pull:
3.5	 SETTING CALENDAR/CLOCK
k
The following procedures describe the steps required to set the internal
calendar/clock to the correct time and date. 	 These procedures are applicable 3
for new installations and to reset the time after a power failure of longer
1
than	 two days. A
1.	 Type correct address code: 	 ($ N four digit code (CR))
2.	 Type Print Time command:	 TI	 (Shift, TI, unshift, CR)
3.	 The printout will be seven, 3-digit groups'of letters on a	 line.
There should be a space between each group of letters. if	 this	 is E-'
a new installation any combination of letters and numbers may appear
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in these gruups.
4. Type Set Time command: ST (shift, ST, unsh'ift, CR)
5. After' the Sunkeeper is ready, it prints out "R" the following seven
time increments can be entered with the correct values:. Year, Month,
Jate, Day of Week, Hour, Minute, Second. Rdfer to Figure 3-•2 and enter
these values.
5. To set YEAR: Type 2 for 1977; 3 for 1978, etc. Even though there
are spaces for the year, only one number has to be typed. After
entering the code for the current year, press the space bar one time.
7. To set MONTH: Type three digit code for the current month. Type
each letter as a capital and press the space bar one time after
entering the month code.
8. To set DATE: Type the day of the month. Again only one or two
numbers are required even though three places are shown. Press the
R	 space bar after entering the current date.
9. To set DAY OF WEEK: Type the threi digit code for the day of the
week. Enter the code in capital letters and press the space bar
after typing the three letters.
10. To set HOURS: The value for the hours is.a number from 0 to 23.
Use the code shown in Figure 3-2 to arrive at the correct value that
is to be entered. Again, only one: or two numbers are required and
the space bar must be pressed after entering the code.
11. To set MINUTES: Enter the minute's value, (from O to 59) then press
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STATUS Ih^-UTS OUTPUTS EIA CPU
DISPLAY 6^^1 ^^o0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0© 0.0 10-0
0 0 0 0 0 G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 8-0
O.0
	
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3^ 7-0
F-
^A:
0
i	
t1
e	 'I
i
• 	 f
SMOKED PLEXIGLAS FRONT COVER
a
I
	ANALOG INPUTS
	 DIGITAL-INPUTS	 DIGITAL INPUTS	 EIA CHANNEL
i--=	 r- --r
	
`rte— —^^	 c— --h	 r —	 r —	 r. -- -^	 — --1
23	 ,22	 21	 0	 X19	 18
	 17	 16
Z5
24
NOTE: REFER TO TABLE 3-1 FOR IDENTIFICATION OF NUMBERED ITEMS
FIGURE 3-1
FRONT PANEL CONTROLS s INDICATORS
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TABLE 3-1	 ORIGMA:LT PAGE Is
OZ P-00^ QUALITY
FUNCTION OF DISPLAY PANEL INDICATORS
Fig.	 3-1 NAME DESCRIPTION & FUNCTION
t	 : Ref. No.
1 Input Indicators These 32 LED indicators monitor the status
of the 32 Digital	 inputs.	 An LED is
illuminated when it's corresponding
input is on.
2 Output Indicators These 32 LED indicators mcnitor the status
^ a
k
of the 32 digital outputs.	 Al LED is
illuminated when it's corresponding output
is on.	 w
s 3 RD Indicator An LED in the EIA circuit that illuminates
when the Sunkeeper is receiving data from
the input/output terminal.
4 CTS Indicator An LED in the EIA circuit that illuminate
:i (Clear To Send) when the interface channel is open and the
Y
Sunkeeper can transmit data to the terminal.
5 RTS indicator An LED indicator in the EIA circuits that
(Request To Send) illuminates when the Sunkeeper requests
,
1
the communications channel between the
unit and the terminal.	 When the terminal
is ready to accept data it issues the
CTS signal to the Sunkeeper. ,
b TD Indicator An LED indicator in the EIA circuits that
(Transmit Data) iliuminates when the Sunkeeper is trans-
mitting data to the terminal.
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TABLE 3-1
FUNCTION OF DISPLAY PANEL INDICATORS `
Fig. 3-1	 NAME
	
DESCRIPTION & FUNCTION
Ref. No,
7	 Program Scanning	 This LED flickers on at the scanning rate
Indicator	 master control , program, MOTE: In most
..	 instances this-rate is so fast that the
light does not extinguish.
8	 Not Used	 For future expansion.
9	 Tilting Indicator	 An LED that turns ON and OFF to indicate
proper timing circuit operat':)n,
10	 Central Processor	 This LED is illuminated when central
w
processor is executing a program.
1. 1	 +24V Indicator	 An LED that illuminates when the power
supply is providing +24VDC.
12	 +12V Indicator	 An LED that illuminates when the power
supply js providing +12VDC.	 }
13	 +5V Indicator	 An LED that illuminates when the power
supply is providing +5VDC,
14	 -5V Indicat r	 An LED that illuminates when the power
supply is providing -5VDC.
15	 -12V Indicator	 An LED that illuminates when the power
supply is providing -12VDC.
q	
16	 EIA Channel	 A 25 pin female connector that accepts the
^	 y
Jack JC	 commur,ication^ interface cable from the
3	 input,/output terminal, (See fable 2-3 for
r
a listing of the signals on each pin.)
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TABLE 3-1
	
[^'x
FUNCTION OF DISPLAY PANEL INOICAT 	 ^^.
Fig. 3-1	 NAME
	
DESCRIPTION & FUNCTION
Ref. No.
	17	 EIA Channel	 A 25 pin male connector that extends the
Jack JO	 communications bus when Sunkeeper's are
connected in a daisy-chain configuration
(See Table 2-3 for a listing of the
signals on each'pin.)
	
18	 Digital Outputs	 A 25 pin female connector that supplies
Jack JE	 digital outputs,1 through 16. (See Table
2-2 for a listing of the signals on each
pin.)
	19	 Digital Outputs	 A 25 pin female- connector that supplies
Jack JF	 digital outputs 17 through 32. (See
Table 2-2 for a listing of the signals
on each pin.)
	
20	 Digital Inputs	 A 25 pin male connector that accepts
Jack JA	 inputs 1 through 16. (See Table 2-1 for
a listing of the signals on each pin.)
	
21	 Digital Inputs	 A 25 pin male connector that accepts
Jack JB	 digital inputs 
.
17 through 32. (See Table
{	 2-1 for a listing of the signals on each
pin.)	 +
	
22	 Analog Inputs	 A 25 pin male connector that accepts
analog inputs 1 through 16. (See Table
Page 
3_9	
2-1 for a listing of the signals on each
i pin.)
f
TABU 3-1
FUNCTIDN OF DISPLAY PANEL INDICATORS w
Fig. 3-1	 NAME	 DESCRIPTION & FUNCTION
Ref. No.
23	 Analog Inputs	 A 25 pin male connector that accepts analog	 :3
inputs 17 through 32. (See Table 2-1 for
a listing of the signals on each pin.)
24	 Power Cord	 The AC power cord plugs into a grounded
115VAC, 60 Hz power source.
y
•	 7
25	 Fuse	 A 5 amp fuse that provides overvoltage
protection for the Sunkeeper.
•	 1:
.
•	 I
-	
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TABLE 3-2	 !f
i
SUNKEEPER ERROR MESSAGE
CODE
TYPED DESCRIPTION OF ERROR
L? CO MMA ND NAME NOT FOUND OR NOT YET ,DONE
2? FORCED TO TRANSFER TO NON XfSTENT LINE
3? REMOVED STCP FROM NONEXISTENT LINE
4? DID NOT HAVE SLASH IN STOP
5? OUTPUTTED LINE it REFERS TO NONEXISTENT LN
67 ASKEiC TO FIELD NONEXISTENT
	
LINE	 ##	 '
7? VALUE OUT OF RANGE IN COMMAND LINE
B? OPEN OF NEW LINE BUT NO LINE NUMBER
9? LINE= NUMBER NOT VALID
Lu? EDIT COMMANIT SPECIFIEC, 	 BUT NOT IN EDIT
LL? INPUT SETTINGS SPECIFIED
	 IN XL OR X2 MODE
12?, XI	 OR X2	 ADIT	 ESS	 IS	 Full	 UIFFCRE_NT'DRUM
13?, AX SPEC iF I EC HEN NOT IN XI OR X2 . MODE
14? UNRECOGNIZF ALE RELATIONAL 	 IN ANALOG SPEC
15? INCORRELT VALUE	 IN ANALOG SPECIFICATION
16? TOO MANY ANALOG SPECIFICATIONS FOR {SUFFER
177 ALPHA ARGUMENT NOT FOUND	 IN TABLE
18? NUMERIC ARGUMENT > 65K
19? BAD CELIMETER bETWEEN ARGUMENTS
207 LUAU POST DfGIT OF LINE DUMB ER
21? MULTIPLE XE ADDI.E=SSES FOR SAME DRUM
227 NEW LINE VE;QUESTEI)i 	 BUT MEM ORY FULL
23? CANtT PUNCk WHILE STILL	 IN EDIT
20 f NVALI D [?RUM NUMBER
oPJG1N'n 'In 13
ryp poop, QTJAJ `I"4
i
l4
l 9 7 7	 D E	 C 1 5	 _ MIffU ES	 2
,,,,,,,,^	 ^ -i.•yw^ Q-59	 SECONDS
Q•
 55
YEAR MONTH DATE	 DAY OF WEEK HOURS
Enter • For Enter For Enter	 For
0	 MIDNIGHT 
JAN January MON Monday 1	 1	 AM
FE3 February SUE Tuesday 2	 2
MAR March WED Wednesday 3	 •3
APR April THR Thursday 4	 k,
MAY May FRI Friday 5	 5
JUN June SAT Saturday 6	 6
JLY July SUN Sunday 7	 7
AUG August 8	 8
SEP September 9	 9
OCT October 10	 10
NOV November 11	 11,
DEC December .12	 NOON
13	 l FM
14	 2
15	 3
16	 4
17	 5
18	 6
19	 7
20	 8
21	 9
22	 10
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FIGURE 3-2
FORMAT FOR SETTING CALENDAR/CLOCK
M 	 ,
ST 1977
  SEP	 1'HU i
	 it r
_ 1 977 September 15th Thursday 11:16 29 Seconds
3.6 CALENDAR/CLOCK PRINTOUT
i
MOTE
If the SECONDS value is not used in control sequences,
this can be left blank and the clock set up terminated
by a carriage return after setting MINUTES.
13. After entering all values, request a printout of the clock
(refer to paragram 3.6 below) to insure that-all codes were
entered correctly. If not, start the procedure all over again.
Remember that the values printed out will reflect the current time
and not necessarily the values you entered. * This is because the
clock is now running and will continue to keep the correct time.
Also, the format printed out will be 7 groups of three values
with zeros inserted in the appropriate places. A typical printout
is shown in Figure 3-3. This printout is for: 1977, September,
15th day, Thursday, 11:00, 16 minutes, 29 seconds.
To produce a printout of the calendar/clock time•type: TI carriage return.
The correct time/date information is displayed as shown in Figure 3-3. 	 t
t
3. 7 INITIAL. CHECK OUT
After entering the calendar/clock data in a newly installed Sunkeepeq See Sec.
3.4)
any valves, settings, or factory test program should be erased before entering
a new control sequence. To do this perform the following steps:
1. To see if there are any sequences stored iii memory. Type the Print
-	 is
Program command: PU (carriage return).
a) The printout should be: PU C1.
b) If not, type: Z& (carriage return)	 a
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1c) Type: Pi! (Carriage, Return)
d) Now the printout is: Pty CL
e) W you entered U, the calendar/clock must ba reset again.
2. To display the analog inputs (the input cables should still be
disconnected) type PA space /(slash) carriage return.
a) The printout will list the first 24 analog Inputs with a zero
next to each, and the last 8 with 255 next to each.
3. To display the Digital Inputs (cables disconnected) type:
PI (carriage return).
a) The printout will list any digital input that is on. (There
should be none on, so nothing will print.)
4. To display the Digital Outputs (cables disconnected) type:-
Pi} (carriage return)
a) The printout will list any digital output that is on. (There
should be none on, so nothing will print.)
5. To display the status of internal Memory Bits type: PB (carriage return)
a) The printout will list any bits that are on. (There should be
none.)
The Sunkeeper is now cleared of any unwanted programm€nq and ready to accept
the control sequence. Before writing and entering this sequence, it is
recommended that Section 4 be read to acquire a basic understanding of the
Sunkeeper's internal architect. This understanding will make it easier to
write a unique control sequence and structure it so the maximum power and
flexibility of the Sunkeeper can be used to control.the system.
It is recommended that all inputs, outputs, analogs and bits be disabled
before input and output cables are connected to the Sunkeeper and before
. any programmirig is entered in the Sunkeeper.
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A.	 To Disable A11.inputs
Enter:	 DI SPACE/,(slash) CARRIAGE RETURN
' B.	 To Disable All Outputs tip
Enter:	 DD SPACE/(Slash) CARRIAGE RETURN
C.	 To [usable All Analogs
' Enter:	 DA SPACE/(Slash) CARRIAGE RETURN
f
D.	 To Disable All Bits
Eater:	 DB SPACE/(Slash) CARRIAGE RETURN
To verify that all are disabled,
Eater:	 PX CARRIAGE RETURN
Sunkeeper should print out:
DD 1 - 32
D1	 1	 32
DA 	 -32
GB	 1	 -,32
Sunkeeper is now ready to accept a program.	 The program may be initialized
and debugged without having any effect on or I}eing effected by any outputs,
{ inputs, analogs or bits.	 When debugged, enable only those items (drivers, 3
analogs, inputs or bits) used by the program.
	
For more information on procedure
used to debug programs, refer to section 6.3 diagnostic commands.
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4 THEORY OF OPERATION
a.E E00KUAL
4.1 GENERAL
	 i
Before attempting to write a control sequence for 'your application or
trying to enter a new sequence into a Sunkeeper, it is -recommended that you have
a basic understanding of the basic. operation and structure of the 5unkeeper. By
better understan d ing the unit; you will be able to devise sequences that are not
only both easier to write and enter but also you will create sequences that can
be easily modified or updated after daEa logging the system's performance,
4. 2 BAS I C 'SUNKEEPER FUNCTION
The basic function of a Sunkeeper Control Unit is'to turn external equipment
on or off" at the proper time or in response to spec€fie conditions 	 The status
of the various inputs, the setting of the calendar/clock, and pre-established
rules or conditions are used by the Sunkeeper to make these control decisions.
While the logic circuits required to perform theses functions are very complex,
they are easily represented as a series of mechanical sequence or timing drums
that are commonly found in traditional control applications familiar to most
maintenance personnel.
Figure 11-1 is a simplified diagram of the contro, logic of the Sunkeeper.
The user's control sequence is represented by the 9 drums in the center of the
figure. These drums receive b cth analog and digital Lnput status signals and
the setting of the internal clock. The drums can output to either the 32 memory
bits or the 32 output drivers that connect to the external equipment. The complete
-.
Sunkeeper operation is controlled by the Master Control Sequence trhill allows the
drums to function as determined by the user's control sequence.
4.3 DRUM THEORY
Each of thn druins'that make up the user's control sequence have locations
Pane ^+-Z
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or logic lines in which the actual sequence of the spe4ifir control program is
stored. Drums numbered 1 through 8 have 99 logic lines and drum 9 has ten
lines available. The lines are numbered 1000 - 1099 on drum 1, 2000 - 2099 on
drum 2, 3000 - 3099 on drum 3, and 5o forth until drum'9 where the line numbers
are 9000 - 9010.
All drums are capable of spinning or rotating as directed by either the Master
Control Sequence or the actual user's control sequ ence an that drum. In this
man,rer, a drum can spin in either direction, skip or jump past unwanted logic
lines, or stop at any specific line to process the logic on that line.
Only one line of a drum is processed at any one time and the operation of
each drum is independent of the other drums. Some drams may be Left idle and
not used in the control sequence. Also, of the 99 available logic lines on a
drum, not all have to be used before using another drum. The availability of the
multiple drums permits the user's control tasks to be divided by unique functions
and each assigned to a separate drum. For example:- Drum 1 could be assigned all
the heating control; Drum 2, the air conditioning; Drum 3, the solar collection;
Drum 4, the time clocking, etc.
Because these drums have independent action, them is no direct stay for one
drum to "talk" to another drum. To compensate for this, a common series of 32
memory bits are able to be accessed by each drum. Evey drum can set any one of
these memory bits and all drums can read the status of - the bits.
4.4 EMERGENT
D rr
ten log
i
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other 8
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' DRUM
r 9 is the Emergency drum in the User's Control Sequence. This drum has
lines that function the same as the other lines. These 10 lines are
•espond *o an emergency condition in the user's equipment. When this
wmines that an emergency condition exits, it removes the control of the
'	 Is
irums from the Master • Control Sequence or the sequence being performed !aw
Fade 4-2
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and causes the drums to spin to logic lines that will rectify the emergency
conditions.
An example of an emergency condition might be insufficient water in an
electric water heater. An emergency conditon on Drum 9 might be defined such
that if the "low grater" indication comes ON, the drum controlling the heater is
reset to a line which turns the heater OFF, and drives a digital output Oh to
light a lamp or ring an alarm bell. Alternately, the emergency line might turn
f
ON a valve to add water to the heater, and continue doing so until the "lo %,r water"
Indicator went OFF.
4. 5 DRUM LOGIC LINES
The function of a drum logic line is to examine the status of inputs, outputs,
Memory Bits, or the clock and, after performing the required logic, tum on or off
output drivers or set or clear Memory Bits. To perform this function only one
line is processed at any one time.
Figure 4-2 shows a typical drum and a single logic line. The "pick-tip point"
OF
allows the Master Control Sequence to process only one logic line at a time. Each
line is divided into the following three sections:
1. Line Action Command
2. Exit Condition ##1
3. Exit Condition {#2
The Line Action Command is the actual task performed by the line. It commands
output drivers to turn on or off, or sets or clears any of the 32 memory bits. Any
combination of output states or bit status can be commanded on a single logic lino.
When a drum stops at a line all line action commands are performed before the logic
i
checks the conditions that allow the drum to turn to another logic line and process
4
that^l ino.
iExit U ndition #l.establishes the conditions that must be satisfied before
the drum can rotate to the next line in the sequence. Included in the Exit
Condition can be any of the possible variables in the system: inputs, outputs,
Fits or clock. The Exit Condition examines the state of these variables i n the
following fixed sequence.:
1. Output Drivers (On/Off)
2. Inputs (Analog Comparison)
-	 (Digital On /Off)
3. Memory Bits (O.n/Off)
4, Analog Exit Specifications (real time)
(elapsed time)
5. Emergency Conditions
I
Exit Condition #2 has the same conditions as Exit Condition #1.
Each logic line specifies two sets of exit conditions for transferring
control to another. .Iine on the same drum. Again these line exit conditions
'	 consist of lists of settings or output drivers, digital inputs, limit points for
analog inputs, memory-bits and time values. The Masu.r Control Sequence checks
the exit conditions during each cycle. If one of the two sets of exit conditions
r
is completely. satisfied, control is transferred to the associated drum lines on
the next cycle. Sets of exit conditions are examined in the order In which they
are specified in the control program. If the first set is satisfied, control is
... E
	 passed to its exit line, and the second set is not examined. If neither set of
exit conditions is satisfied, the same drum line is processed on the next cycle.
If a drum line does not ' eve any exit conditions, the sequence remains on that
line until the drum is	 Aen off by an emergency or by operator intervention.
Each set of exit conditions is associated with the number of the line which
°fE
is to receive control if the conditions are met. This line number must be in the
same drum. If the operator specifies an exit line which is not in the same drum,
A :	 Base 4-1
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error messages are generated, and the line is not accepted. It is possible
for both sets of exit conditions to transfer control the the same line. One
exception is made for line O. Line 0 is not in any drum, but if an exit
condition specifies line 0, the Master Control Sequence interprets the specifi-
cation to mean that the exit is not taken. If the first exit condition specifies
line 0, the controller does not allow the exit, and does not examine the second
exit condition.
An exit specification may contain many different conditions involving many
different types of information. It is important to note thatALL conditions in
an exit specification MUST be satisfied before the exit is performed.
4.5.1 Output Drivers in Exit Conditions
The status of the 32 output drivers can be one of the conditions in an
exit condition' . A sample specification using output drives is:
FD 6,7
w OD 1,5
This exit condition is satisfied if drivers 1 and 5 are ON and drivers 6 and 7
are OFF.	
a
4.5.2 Digital Inputs In Exit Conditions
Digital inputs have only two states, ON and OFF, and are numbered 1 through
32. The digital input portion of the exit condition is satisfied if all inputs
specified to be ON are ON, and all those specified to be OFF are OFF. Digital
inputs not mentioned in the exit specification are ignored. A sample digital •
Input exit specification is:
Fl 22
')1	 5,6
This exit specification is satisfied if digital inputs 5 and 8 are ON and digital
i
,i
'a
i
w	 4.5.3 Analog Inputs In Exit Conditions
Analog temperature inputs are automatically scaled when they are read by
the Sunkeeper, therefore, trip points are specified in,degrees E •arenheit. Analog
inputs are numbered 1 through 32, and each analog input in the exit condition
is associated with a trip point. Analog exit conditions can be satisfied for
three reasons: 1) if the analog value exceeds the trip point, 2) if it is less
than the trip point, 3) if it is equal to the trip poiht. Analog inputs which are
not mentioned do not participate in the exit condition. A simple analog input
specification is:
Ax 22 15, 32,2, 12<50, 19=57,'.7-0=5
This condition is satisfied if analog input 22 is greater than 15, input 32 is
greater than 2, analog input 12 is less than 50, analog input 19 is equal to 57,
and input 20 is equal to 5.
Analog inputs can also be compared with one another. ;,ne specification for
a trip point based on the difference of two analog inputs contains the names of the
two inputs which are to compared, followed by the trip point. A sample difference
specification is:
Ax 15-23,°-180, 27- 26`,90, 15-14 78, 1-2=3, 1-5-79
This specification is satisfied if analog 15 minus analcg 23 is greater than 150,
27 minus 26 is greater than 90, 15 minus 14 is less than 75, 1 minus 2 is equal
to 3, and 1 minus 5 is equal to 79. The SCI] allows comparisons between analog
inputs regardless of type.
4.5.4 Memory Bits in Exit Conditions
t	
The only function of the 32 Mc,nory Bits is to ali.ow communications between
z	
drums. To accomplish this task them bits must be used in exit specifications.
Because they have no direct external effects, they are only useful in controlling
how drum exits are taken. Bits which are not listed are ignored. A sample bit
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specification is:
FB 3 , 211
OB 7, 32,
This exit specification indicates that bits 7 and 32 must be ON, and bits 3 and
24 must be OFF.
4.5.5 Real Time In Exit Conditions
The Sunkeeper keeps track of the real time, and maintains special analog
variables which reflect the calendar and time of day. These variables are given
special names. These names may appear anywhere tha Master Control Sequence would
expect to find an analog Input number. The names and meanings of the calendar
variables are listed below:
OUR	 Hour of the day. Trip points for OUR are specified as a number from
0 to 23.
DAY	 Day of the month. DAY ranges from I to 31, and is automatically
corrected for the length of the month. DAY changes at midnight, and
remains constant until the following midnight.
WKD	 Day of the week. Ulk,) can have the Values MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT
and SUN. MON is the smallest value, and SUN Is the largest. These
values may be used in place of numLers when comparing WKD to a trip
point. WKD changes at midnight and remains constant until the followin-
midnight.
PITH	 Month. NTH has tie values JAN, FEB, MAR, APR, MAY, JUN, JUL, AUG, SEP11
OCT, NOV, and DEC. JAN has the smallest value and DEC has the largest ]
These names may be used as trip points for NTH. HTH is corrected for
variations in the lengths of months.
4.5.6 Elapsed Time In Exit Conditions.
The intervals between events (elapsed time) can be used as a condition in
Qge 4-7
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an exit specification. There are five types of tEmers ' available to drums 1 thru 8. All
timers are zeroed when control is transferred to a line of that drum. If the
timers are part of the exit condition for the Iine, the condition is satisfied
if the timer value exceeds its trip point. (Note: that the timers are cleared if
an emergency condition for a drum is activated, because the emergency causes
a new line to receive control.)
The five timers measure different amounts of time. The timer names and
their meanings are as foliows:
TID
	 Time in Days. Counts from I to 256 days, and increments at
midnight.
TIH	 Time in Hours. Counts from I to 256 hours f and increments whenever
the system minute counter is reset from 59 ' to 0.
T114	 Time in Minutes. Counts from I to 256 minutes. It increments whenever
the system second counter is reset from 59,to 0.
a
TIS	 Time in Seconds. Counts from 1 to 256 seconds in seconds.
T.S	 Time in Tenths of Seconds. Counts from .l , to 25.6 seconds, in tenths
of seconds.
An example of a timer specification in an exit condition is:
AX TI D > 4
This condition is satisfied when the timer value is greater than four, which
occurs when the drum has been on the same line during five midnights. This
timer condition is always satisfied just after midnight. The interval spent
on the Iine could be as short as four days, .1 second, if the line were entered
gust before midnight on the first day. Because all conditioaq in an exit
^	 f
specification must be satisfied for the exit to be taken, if more than one
tinier is contained in a specification, the condition-is satisfied when the longest
timer times out.
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Timers mW also be specified to be less than the trip point, equal to the
trip point, or not equal to the trip point. The specification
AX T 111 < 4
k:
is true so logg as fewer than four midnights have occurred. It Is unwise to
specify an interval in seconds or in tenths of seconds to be precisely equal to
q- -
	
`	 some trip point. The timer runs independently of the drum scanning prograi~, and
drum scanning takes a var;able amount of time depending on how many drums are
t
	
'	 scanned and how complicated the exit conditions are. Therefore, the tenths of
i
seconds timer may be incremented more than once between drum scans, thereby
missing the time specified in the exit condition. Therefore, should not be used
with tenths of seconds or seconds.
Emergencies in Exit Conditions
Emergency conditions contain a list of conditions to be satisfied, foliowcd
i
by a list of line numbers which are to receive control during the next control
cycle. The specification, for an emergency condition follow exactly the same
rules as the line exit specifications. Any number of drum lines may be listed
for the emergency condition. Emergency conditions are formal line numhers
numbered from 9000 to 9010. The only difference is that emergency conditions Ii'vr
only one test, cannot reference timers, cannot set outputs, and may list more
than one line which is to receive control.
4.6 SUNKEEPER [!LOGIC OIAGRAM
Figure 4-2 contains the simplified block diagram of the Sunkeeper Control
Unit. The 32 digital inputs are connected to the unit through connectors JA and
J8. These inputs represent the logic state (OH/OFF) of tile various switches,
relays, or other digital devices in the user's sytem. All digital input lines
5	 are protected from surges on these inputs. The status .•,
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of the digital input line is displayed on the front panel. An active (Olt) input
line is indicated by an illuminated light that corresponds to the line number.
The 32 analog input lines are connected to the Sunkeeper through connectors JJ
and JH. These inputs are also fused for overvoltage conditions but their status
is not displayed on the front panel. All inputs are applied to the control l-)gic
block. This block conttins the folio-wing three main parts of the internal logic:
Master Control Sequence - This block of logic provides the overall control for the
operation of the drums and the Sunkeeper unit. The sequence is stored in non-
erasable PRO14S which allotsthe user complete fl exibi lity in writing, operating, or
editing his sequence with the confidence that the master sequence can not be altered.
This block con:raunlcates with the user through the computer interface at connector
JC.
User's Control Sequence - This is the block of logic where the drums were used to
explain the operation. The actual user's sequence is stored here. This block has
inputs from the digital and analog inputs, the clock, the internal Memory faits and
the faster Control Sequence. Outputs . from this block are the 32 digital drives at
connectors JE and JF. This block also sends or receives data through the computer
interface to other Sunkecpers connected to JD.
Memory
,
 - This block contains the memory locations required for storing the data
associated with normal Sunkeeper operation. The memory data is available to both
the Master Control Sequence and the User r s Sequence.
The status of the 32 digital outputs is displayed in the front panel lights.
An output that is ON has the light associated with it illuminated. The status of
all outputs is fed back to the Control Logic to be used in exit conditions, data
logging, or enable/disable functions.
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44.7 OPERATIONAL SEQUENCES
The flow diagrams in Figures 4-3 through 4-7 depict the sequences performed
by the logic in bath the Master Control Sequence and the . User's Sequence.
4.7.1 Basic O perating Sequen ce
Figure 4-3 contains the flow of the overall Sunkeeper operation. The circled
numbers next to the event blocks in Figure 4-3 reference, the following paragraphs:
(1) The first thing the Sunkeeper does after being energized is perform the
Start Routine.	 This routine is only performed at initial start-up and
is not exercised again during normal operation. A detailed flow of this
routine is shown in Figure 4-4 and described in paragraph 4.7.2.
(2) After starting,	 a test for an emergency conditi.on is made. If no
emergency exits, the Master Contra] Sequence takes command and starts normal
operation.
a
(3) The Master Control Sequence provide the framework for the drum operations
which contain the actual User's Control Sequence. A detailed flow of this
f
routine is shown in Figure 4-5 and described in paragraph 11.7.3.
(4j+ A detected emergency condition causes the Master Control Sequence to perform
the Emergency Routine. A detailed flow of the emergency routine is shown in
Fi gure 4.7 and described in parag raph 4.7.5
4. 7 .2	 Start Routine
The Initialize Routine flow sequence is shown in Figure 4
-4. The circled
numbers next to the event blocks in this figure reference the following paragraphs:
{1) All nine drums spin and stop, positioning the pick trp point at logic Iine
zero of each drum,
(?) All 32 digital autIAlt drivers are turned OFF.
(3) All 32 Mm;iory Hits are cleared to zero.
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(4) The status of the 32 digital and analog inputs is read and these values
are stored in the RAM for use by the drums.
The Initialize Routine exits to the test for emergency conditions. Depending on
the results of the test, the Sunkeeper either performs the Master Control Sequence
•	 Routine or the Emergency Routine.
4.7.3 piaster Control Sequence Routine
Figure 4.5 shot-is the flow sequence for- this routine. The circled numbers
next to the event blocks reference the following paragraphs:
(l) The I-taster Control Sequence starts by testing to see if the user assigned
part of his control sequence to Drum #1. If no, the sequence repeats the
test until it locates a drum that is used.
(2) Whenever a drum is used, the Master Control Sequence branches to the drum
routine for this drum then, when finished, returns to test to see If the
next drum is used. A detailed flow of the Drum Routine is shown in Figure 4-6
and described in paragraph 4.7.4.
(3,4)Another test is made for an emergency condition. If noneexists the sequence conti
nues. If an emergency is detected, the sequcnne branches to the Emergency
Routine.
(5) After servicing all drums, the status of al? output lines is read and stored in
memory locations.
(b) Any editing changes made in the logic lines of the drum since the last scar y are
now entered.
This flow represents one scan of the Master Control Sequence. 'Typically a scan tai.es
about one second to complete, but the number of drums used and the logic regol red to
satisfy the exit specification of the lines can change the scan time. The Sunkeeper
continues to perform the drum scanning routine under the control of the Master Contr.11
Sequence unt11 an er:rergency condit,•.; occurs or the unit is turned off.
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The+ typic.3l routino for a drum Is shown in FinurO lo-G. This routin g is
performed onco for each of thc drums during a Master Control Sec t uanc.c" sc111.
The circlod numlivi- s. next to t he' t'von t blocks in )'igurti 4-6 reforence the
foIIowirig p„ rag raphs:
(I) Upon ontering a d rUM r'outi nV , the Mas tcr Control Sequonce tes ts to sec it
this is the first scan after start-up.
	
If yes the drum performs the y L into
Action Command. If NO, the sequences advance>. to Stop 2.
(2) }ic:re a test is made' to sett' if the Exit Specification for the line provioisly
processed on this drum was net.	 If mot, t he dr-unt srrque.nc.e ad vance- U) step 3.
If riot met, the sequence advincas to stop 5.
(3) If an oxit spec was met on the last scorn, the drum spins and stops at the l ine
number determined by that spec.
(4) The Line Action of this new logic line is performed.
(5) The First Exit Spec Is examined.
(b) If ALL conditions of Exit Spec RI are met the sequcceco is over far, this
drum and on the NExT sc,in of this drum the drum will spin to the line specified
f
in this First Exit Spec.	 If all conditions aro not met they sequence advances
to stop 7.
(7) They Second Exit Spec is examincd.
(8) if ALL conditions are inet, the sequence is over and on the next scan the drmll
will stop at the line specified in this exit specification. 	 If this spec is
not met. the routine also terminates, but on the ne,ct scan, the drum docf+ not
spin and Stops 5 through 8 of this drum routine area repeated until one of the
exit specif icatiuns is met.
After completing a routine on one drum they Master- Control Sequence repeat'. the
routine on the, next drum.
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4.7.5 Emergency Routine
The flow diagram for the Emergency Routine is shown y in Figure 4-7. The
circled numbers next to the event blocks in this figure reference the following
paragraphs:
(1) When the Master Control Sequence detects an emergency condition, this routine
overrides the sequence in progress and commands all drums to spin and sup at
pre-specified line locations that can respond to emergencies.
QAfter stopping, each drum (in order) perTorms its Line Action (sets outputs
or bits) as in a normal drum routine.
(3) Depending on the type of emergency, the Master Control Sequence may allow
the emergency condition to be terminated through the exit specifications on
the new lines or it may wait for human Mervention , before normal control
is returned to the Sunkeeper.
4.8 ENABLE/DISABLE FUNCTIONAL OPERATION
After User's Control Sequence is loaded into the drum section of the control
logic it is possible for the user to logically dilconnect the Sunkeeper from the
control system in order to modify certain sections of the "equence without off4cciny
the control system. When operating in this disconnected made, the drums ignore
the real settings of the in p uts,outouts and Memory A its,nnd the status of the nu mut
drive doesnot change even though the Sunkeeper remains physically connected to the
control system.
Figure 4-8 shows the familiar functional diagram of the drums that make tip
the User's Control Sequence. The major differences between this diagram and the
one previously discussed are the Enable/Disable circuits' and the mask switches
located in the input, output, and memory bit paths.
In normal operation, the Enable/Disable circuits are enabled for all linos
and the Mask switch is in the Normal position. This allows the drum sequences
to use the actual , input and Memory Bit valu05 In solving the logic lines.
in certain instaoces during setup or debugging procedures, the user may want
to disable an input, output, or Memory Bit to remove this from his logic equations.
The Enable/Disable circuits permit any individual line or bit to be blocked .sc that
the drum sequence does not have access to the value of that sine. After a line is
disabled, the user can assign a value to this line by requesting a mask value from
the mask circuits. These new values can now be used by the drums.
MOTE
After the performance of a sequence that is to ?ng dIsabied lines or
masked values, these user specified values must be removed before the
Sunkeeper can control the system in a normal manner.
4.9 DATA LOGGING
In data logging applications 16 user specified inputs or outputs are sampled
at a fixed rate. The user determines what lines are to be sampled and what the
sampling interval is to be used. Sampling intervals can be as short as one minute
to as long as 256 minutes.
The Sunkeeper reads each selected Tar.mater cnce a minute (this is the fix-ad
rate). If a user selected a sampling Interval of 30 minutes, at the end of this
interval the Sunkeeper would have about 30 values for each parameter (the fixed
rate reads each parameter one a minute). This value Is stored in memory. The
Sunkeeper starts accumulating new values for the parameters and at the end of the
sampling interval (30 minutes) again throws out the highs and lows then averages
and places these new values in memory next to the first values.
,age 4_23
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NOTE
Or digital inputs or outputs the percenta ge of CA N time is the value
that is stored In memory.
The Sunkeeper repeats the sampling sequence 32 times before the memory loo
Is full after 16 hours. The log contains 32 averaging intervals for they lb
parameters (each reading made up 30 averaged readings). if at the end of 32
samplings, the log is not clearew (road out) the next values (from the 33
sampling) cause the values from the oldest sampling (first) are lest. This
Is because there are only 32 locations available for staring the results at 16
sampling sequences.
}
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SECTION 5	 1
HOW TO WRITE A CONTROL SEQl1ENCEPP'i3MAV p4o
QUALn%
5.1 GENERAL
This section contains the basic guide lines that are recommended for
first-time users attempting to write their own control sequences. While
these procedures are recommended they are in no wai considered the only
titiay to approach a control problem and should provide the basis of many
acceptable methods.
5.2 ESTABLISHING INITIAL PARAMETERS
the time you have received your Supkeeper most of the basic control
parameters of your system should have been identified. These include
the number of output drivers needed to control your external equipment and
the number and function of the various input monitoring signals.
The first recommended step in this guideline is to write (in English)
a simple control sequence for your particular system. Start with the first
event you want performed and then continue through the normal operation of
your system. The easiest place to start is to list,each function that is to
be controlled by the output drivers of the Sunkeeper. Number each major
control step, so you can make reference to them from other steps.
After the First pass through the sequence, go back and examine each
control step to see if all conditions required for each step have been
included. Be sure to consider all possible inputs from sensors or monitors
in the system, In addition to the inputs from the internal calendar/clock.
Dun I t be discouraged if you find the sequence -be ing restructured as you
add conditions and combine or increase the steps. Also, don't forget to
Include provisions for otit-of-tolerance or emergency conditions as required
in each step.
r43e 5rl
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After the second pass, or when you are reasonably sure that the
basic sequence has been established, you can assign output line and drum
numbers to the various control steps that control the operation of the
equipment in your system. Start with the first step of your sequence and
give the first output used the name Driver #1 and assign to an action
line on Drum #1 (See Fig. 4-2)
NOTE
Because the Sunkeeper has the capacity for 99 lines it is easy
to consider each output driver as having its own unique line.
Thus all operations effecting the status (ON/OFF) of a driver
come from a single drum. Two action lines minimum are required
for any driver or group of drivers. One line for "ON" the
other for "OFF".
Continue assigning driver and drum numbers until all steps in the
sequence have been examined. Groups of drivers having similar control
operating conditions should all be assigned to a single drum.
NOTE
0
Eve-	 to Sunkeeper has the capacity to handle up to 32
rr: v° rs , •; ,ou ao not have to find  uses for any 	 you 6zn'
•	 xaau?re `or your sequence.
5.3 IDENTIFYING REQUIRED INPUTS
Go back throughthe sequence again and at each step establish whether
a time value is required as in input condition to perform or complete the
step. There are two basic types of time values that can be used:
Real Time or Elapsed Time
Real time can be the month, day, date, hour, or minute that an event is to
take place (e.g.; Tuesday, November 1, 1977 at 2:45 AM).
Elapsed time is measured intervals that occur between control events.
The elapsed time uses the outputs of the internal clock to increment to
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the desired count.. These increments can be in tenths of seconds, seconds,
minutes, or hours. Any whole number from i to 256 can be preset as the
desired count.
5.4 USE OF INTERNAL MEMORY BITS
As you established you control sequence there are specific times when
certain output drivers can not be on when other drivers are also on. A
typical instance could occur if both the heaters and air conditioners handling
the same area are on at the same time or, in another instance, if a tank
was intentionally being drained and the driver that controlled the fill valve
allowed liquid to flow into the tank. Because each driver is assigned to
a separate drum and the drums can not directly communicate with.each other,
the 32 internal memory bits are used to transmit specific status from one
drum to all other drums. These bits can be accessed (read, set, or cleared)
by all the drums and can be used to help prevent unwanted interaction between
driver functions. For example, in the above case of the heater and air
conditioner being on in the same room, as the heater is energized by it's
driver it could also set memory bit #5. Now a condition that would allow
the air conditioner to energize could state that Sit #5 must be cleared
before the air conditioner could start.
With this knowledge of the operation of the memory bits, go back through
your sequence again and locate any possible conflicting conditions between
drivers. Use Form #1 (see next page for this sim p le form) as a guide and
assign each conflicting condition a bit number. Using Form #1 will insure
that you do not use the same bit number for more than one condition. Also
remember- that if you set a bit to acknowledge a certain condition, generally
it should be cleared before the conflicting condition is allowed to occur.
i
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PROGRAM:
DATE:
BIT #
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
FUNCTION
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5.5 WRITING THE CONTROL SEQUENCE
Now you should be ready to write your control sequence in a manner
that will allow you to enter it into the logic lines, in the drums without
too much rewr liting or restructuring if you sequence.'
A few general items to remember as you proceed through this critical
. part:
1) Each driver or group of similar drivers should be assigned to a
specific drum which can have up to 99 logtc,lines. The total number
of logic lines is ALL DRUMS can not exceed 920.
2), The 99 available liner. on Drum #1 are designated 1000 to 1099, on
drum #3 line numbers are 3000 to 3099 and so -Forth for all druras.
3) On the first pass through your sequence use as many logic lines
as you think you need. You can always go back and combine lines
later. The most important consideration should be that all events
and conditions are covered rather than-trying to minimize the number
of lines used in the sequence.
A form similar to Form #2 is recommended when you are writing your final
control sequence. Thls.-form guides you throubh all possibilities for each
logic line. Using Form #2 requires you to answer the following six questions
for each logic line:
1) Line Number: This is the reference number of the logic line. It
consists of the drum number and the line number. On Drum #1 the
line numbers are prefixed with 10 then the line numbers from 00
to 99. For example: 1037 is line 37 of Drum #1.
2) Action Command: This is the command that actually controls the
status (ON IOFF) of the driver assigned to this drum. The Action
Command can also contain commands that change the status of any of
the 32 memory bits. Acceptable commands are:
Paso 5-5
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P
i
3
7f
On Driver	 OD X
Off Driver
	 FD X
On Bits	 OB X
Off Bits	 FB X
Note that if the logic line specified is line 00 of any drum, the
J7
 l
driver associated with that drum should beset to the condition
(either on or off) that configures the equipment in the proper
state for initial start up.
a
3) Exit to Line #: The line number entered here is the line on this
drum to which the drum spins and stops at if the first exit
condition is met. Any valid line on this drum is acceptable.
Exit Condition #l: (If this specification is met): This is where
the conditions for leaving this logic line 'are listed. These conditions
are usually preceeded by either an EXIT ALL (XL) or an EXIT ANY (XA)
command are are listed in the following order:
Status of Bits
Status of Drivers
	 a	 ,
Status of Digital Inputs
Analog Inputs Compared
Time (Real and Elapsed) Compared
5) Exit to Line #: The second line number is'entered here. This line
is accessed if the exit condition for the first line was not met
AND Exit Condition #2 are met.
6) Exit Condition #2 (if this specification is met): The conditions
for exiting to the second line are listed here. They have the same
format as listed in the first exit conditions above.
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If you fill out a copy of Form #2 for every logic line of each drum,
you will write your complete control sequence in the easiest and fastest
possible method.
Use the commands discussed in Section b to enter your sequence into the
Sunkeeper. After the complete sequence is loaded and the Sunkeener ,% control-
-
ling your system, you can utilize the data logging function to monitor and
analyze the performance bf your sequence and then you can use the Editing
Commands to alter your sequence for optimum performance.
a
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FORM #2
1. Line Number
2. Action Command
3. Exit to Line #
IF
This Specification is met
4. Exit Condition #1
OR
Exit to Line #
IF
This specification is met
b. Exit Condition #2
It
;y
t
SAMPLE PROGRAM
Figure 5-1 shows a simple sample program usl6g only one
drum. The reader should test his or her understanding of
the SUNKEEPER by deducing the functions of this program and
th,=n entering it into a SUNKEEPER and verifying the understanding.
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SECTION C,
SUNK£EPER PROGRAMMING COMMANDS
6.1 GENERAL
s
This section desrribos ' the control commands that are used with the
s
5unkoopar Contras Unit. These: commands are divided, into the following
throe groups:
1. Progrtamiting Commands
x
2. Diagnostic Commatads
k
3. Print Commands
Descriptions of tha commands associated with each group are given in
the fai l ow itag paragraphs. Ctataataaands taro listed alphabotica, ly by the
j' abbrevi ation
 for thz, commands. A typical oxamplo of oath comn-ind is tilven
r>
to further explain the Function and use of the c ommand in normal Sunkeeper
operations.
6.2 PROGRAMMING COMMANDS
Programming commands area used tea set up tho SUnkotpor for initial
operat ion, onter the Action and E xit :cprc i f i c;a t it'ns of a control srqutneV
into drums l i ncs, or ed it in ex I st i n^j sequence.
The Prvgratmfl a il Commands tart, dividod into tsar+ following four major
groups:
1. InItlaII -o Comi,^nds
2. Action Commands
3. Exit Comil ands
4. £d i t i oti Comum.inds
	
t'acat C+-1	 .
r
6.2.1	 initialize Commands	 ,
The following eight commands are listed alphabetically with the full
command name printed in capital letters and the actual command that is
entered into the Sunkeeper Is enclosed in parenthesis. If a command has
multiple arguments, an X Is included in the parenthesis with the abbreviation,
ATTENTION (&N)
The Attention command is used as the first command sent to the Sunkeeper
prior to entering any other commands.
User Enters: &N
Sunkeeper Action: Unit is now ready to accept'all other valid commands.
Next command sent is usually the four digit address
code of the desired unit.
DISCONNECT (&G)
The Disconnect command is used to terminate communications with the
Sunkeeper.
User Enters: SG
Sunkeeper Action: Unit is disconnected from the 1/0 terminal and does
not respond to further commands,
RELOAD (RL X)
The Reload command has two functions:
l)	 User Enters: Rl./
Sunkeeper Action: The program tape is 1 wade-,1 •from the tape reader into
RAM. The paper tape must be mounted in the reader
prior to issuing this command.
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4	 Clear Drum (ZMX)
User Enters: ZM3
Sunkeeper Action: All lines on Drum 3 are erased. Any valid drum
number can be used.
RUN (RU)
The Run command is used to start the ! ,.aster Cojntrol Sequence.
User Enters: RU
Sunkeeper Action: All drums spin and stop at line zero and commence
normal line processing.
SET TIME (ST XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX)
The Set Time command configures the calendar/clock for the current time.
The time values are entered in the following order: year, month, date,
day of week, hour, minute. The compute procedure for ;,etting the clock
Is described in paragraph 3.5 and an example is. given below:
User Enters: ST 2 JUL 15 FRI 14 18
Sunkeeper Action: Clock is set for 1977, July, 15, Friday, 2:18 PM
and will continue to run from this time.
CLEAR HISTORY FILE (ZH)
The Clear History File command erases the data logging values.
User Enters: ZH
Sunkeeper Action: All values stored in data logging section of
memory are erased.
REINITIALIZE ENTIRE SYSTEM (ZS)
The Reinitializa Entire System command erases all user entered commands
and s.r t t i nn::.	 Page 6"3
yUser Enters: Z&	 i
Sunkeeper Action: All memory locations are erased, clock is not set,
only Master Control Sequence-is not effected.
r
t	 ;
ZAP DRUM . _'(ZM X)
The Zap Drum	 command.	 clears the all line action and exit conditions
for the drum line specified.
User Enters: ZM 8
Sunkeeper Action: All user entered conditions on drum 8 are cleared.
This drum 'sr- now blank.
6.2.2 Action Commands
The following four commands can be entered in the Action portion of the
logic line. 'these commands either turn on or off the drivers that connect to
the external equipment or set or clear the internal memory bits.
TURN OFF BIT (FB X)
This command causes the bits specified to reset to zero (off). Valid
terms for X are 1 through 32. Memory bit designations can be separated by
commas. Unspecified bits are not effected.
User Enters: FB 1,6,21,29
Sunkeeper Action: Internal Memory Bits 1, 6, 21 and 29 are reset to
zero when the line containing this Action Command is processed.
TURN OFF DRIVER (FD X)
This cormnand causes the output driver lines specified to de-energize
(turn-off). Valid terms for X are 1 thr.-,uW,, 32. Unspecified lines are not
effected.	 rage 6-4
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User Enters: FD 6,8,10
Sunkeeper Action: Output driver tines 6, 8, and 10 are turned off when
i
_	 the line containing this Action Command is processed.
TURN ON BITS (Oil X)
This command sets memory bits. Valid terms for. X are 1 through 32.
User Enters: OS 2,4
Sunkeeper Action: Memory bits 2 and 4 are set (turned on) when the
line containing the Action Command is processed.
TURN ON DRIVERS (OD X)
This command turns on (energizes) the specified output driver-lines.
Valid terms for X are l through 32.
User Enters: OD 7-13
Sunkeeper Action: Output lines 7 through 13 are energized when the line
containing this Action Command is processed.
6.2.3 Exit Commands (Refer to sample program section 6.5)
Each logic line has provisions for two Exit Conditions. These conditions
are established using combinations of the various analog or digital Exit
Commands listed below:
EXIT CONDITION ONE (X1)
This command specifies that all other commands or conditions in this
exit specification must be met before the line exits to a new line. This
command is considered as an "AND" funct',on.
^	 I
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User Enters: X1
	 091, 4 FD7-10
i
Sunkeeper Action: The exit condition containing this command is
satisfied only when Memory Bits I and 4 are on
and output drivers 7 through 10 are de-energized.
EXIT CONDITION TWO (X2)
This command specifies that all of the commands or specifications in
this Exit Specification shall be met for the line to exit to another line.
This command is considered as an "OR" function, with respect to Exit Condition one
User Enters: XZ	 086,3
Sunkeeper Action: The exit condition for this line is satisfied if
either bit b or bit 3 is ON.
DIGITAL EXIT VALUES
The following six digital (ON/OFF) conditions can be included in Exit
Specifications for a logic line:
Digital Input Lines On (01 X)
Digital Input Lines Off (FI X)
Internal Memory Bits On (OB X)
Internal Memory Bits Off (FB X)
Output Driver Lines On (OD X)
Output Driver Lines Off (FD X)
ANALOG EXIT (AX Text)
This command specifies
satisfy the line. The text
values.	 These numbers can
values, or set points. The
following designations:
the analog exit conditions that must be met to
part of the command can consist of up to 4 analog
be values from the analog input lines, clock
;e numbers must be separated by one of the
Page E-b	
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(Comma)
(Less Than)
a(Greater Than)
(Equal To)
(Minus)
The comma (,) is used to separate groups of commands in the condition.
k	 The greater than (>), less than (4) and equal to H. designations specify
the relationship between 'the value of the analog variable on the left and
the set point on the right. The logic in the Master Control performs the
Indicated comparison and, if it is correct, this part of the exit condition
Is satisfied. The minus (-) designation specifies that the value of the
analog variable on the right is subtracted from the analog variable an the
left. All negative results are indicated as a zero-value. (Minus sign is
dash on keyboard of terminal unit).
The following Calendar/Clock values can be used in the Analog Exit
Command.
REAL TIME
Month of Year (MT)	 JAN, FEB, MAR, APR, MAY, JUN, JUL, AUG, SEP,
OCT, NOV, DEC
Day of Month (DAY)	 i through 31
Day of Week (WKD) 	 MON, TUE, WED, THR, F'oi, SAT, SUN
I Hour (OUR)	 0 through 23 with 0 being midnight
ELAPSED TIME
Time in tenths of seconds (T.S) .1 to 25.6
Time in seconds (TIS)	 i to 256
Time in minutes (TIM)	 1 to 256
Time In hours MH)	 1 to x,56
Banc n-]
Time in days (TID)
	 l to 256
i
!9
i
User inters: AX 1--2.2, 2-5100, WKD=SUN, .
Sunkeeper Action: This specification is true only on Sundays
when the temperature on analog input line one is greater
than 22 degress and the difference between the analog
values on input lines 2 and 5 is less than loo,degrees,^
Note: the temperature scale is nonlinear, therefore,
'the value of a difference depends on th e temperatures
7
when the calculation is made.
6.2.4 Editing Commands
i-	
'r
These commands are used to access the drum lines and specify where
(Action or Exit portion of the line) the commands are applied.
OPEN (OP X)
This command opens either a logic line or the-data logging line. When
X is any valid logic line number this line is opened. When D is entered
in place of a line number, the data logging •1ine is opened. As long as a line
is open, the Sunkeeper types E instead of R whenever it is ready for the next
command. Changes to the line do not take effect until the line is CLOSED. If
OP is issued while another line is open, the other . 11ne is automatically
CLOSED first. When a line is first opened, the Action. Command (specifying
the bit and driver settings) may be modified using the On and Off commands.
User inters: OP 5002	 .
Sunkeeper Action- Line 2 on Drum 5 is opened-and ready to accept
new or additional commands to the logic line.
i
t
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CLOSE (CL X)
This command terminates the editing mode for the current logic line.
Changes made to the line do not take effect until the line is closed with
this command. Until the line is closed, the original text of the line can
be recovered by exiting from the editing mode using, the XX commz:id, then
casing the Open Command (OP) to open the line again.' The Close command can
be issued while the Sunkeeper is performing normal operations. Therefore,
If new lines are added to the program while the Sunkeeper is running, the
new line should be added before any exiting lines are changed to refer to
these new lines. 'This is because a new line can not effect the control
sequence because no existing line can reference it. , The Close command
checks all lines to insure that none of them referenced lines that do not
exist, and does not close the present line if there, is a reference error.
User Enters: CL 6015
Sunkeeper Action: Line 15 of drum 6 is removed from the editing mode.
FIRs'T EXIT LINE (XI X)
This command sets line X as the first exit for the line being edited.
Further changes to the line affect the first exit condition. XI may only
be used during editing. Line 0 may be specified, in which case neither the
first nor the second exit will ever be examined. if no line number is
specified at ail, the exit line number is not changed, and future editing
changes are directed to the first exit specification.
User Enters: XI 5003
Sunkeeper Action: if the first exit condition,for this line is met,
drum 5 spins to line 3.
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fSECOND EXIT LINE (X2 X)
This command sets a.Iine,asthe second exit for the Iine being edited.
Further changes to the line affect the second exit condition. X2 may only
be issued during editing. Line 0 may be specified, ;in which case the
second exit will never be examined. If no line number is specified at all,
the exit line number is not changed, and future editing changes are directed
to the second exit specification.
User Enters: X2 8017
Sunkeeper Action: If the first exit specification was not met and the
second was, drum 8 spins to.line 17.
ti
EMERGENCY EXIT SPECIFICATION (XE X)
This command takes a list of up to 300 line numbers specifying the lines
to which the drums are rotated if the emergency condition is satisfied. XE
may-be issued only when editing an emergency line or a data logging line.
When editing a data line, only the first number may-be specified, and it
establishes the number of minutes between data averaging.
1) User Enters: XE 1005, 2015, 3028, 7052
Sunkeeper Action: Drum I spins to line 5
Drum 2 spins to line 15
Drum 3 spins to line 28
Drum 7 spins to line 52
All other drums do not rotate
2) User Enters: XE 15
Sunkeeper Action: The line this command was entered in will be data
togged every 15 minutes.
TERMINATE EDIT WITHOUT CLOSING (XX)
This command leaves the editing mode without issuing a CLOSE command.
r
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Any changes to the Iine are discarded. This is useful when inappropriate
changes have been made to a line and it is desirable to return to the
initial state.
User Enters: XX
Sunkeeper Action: Original commands on line being edited are retained
and any new editing commands are disregarded.
6.3 DIAGNOSTIC COMMANDS
Diagnostic commands are used to modify the operation of an existing
control sequence or to force a sequence to perform with a given set of inputs.
Generally, when operating in the diagnostic mode the drum lines are elPr:tricelly
disconnected from the external equipment and the logic receives inputs from
these user generated commands.
6.3.1 Alter Analog Input Command
In certain instances, the value on an analog input line is replaced with
a known value regardless of the actual value of the input.
ALTER ANALOG (AA X Y)
This command permits a value (Y) to be inserted on analog input vel tro X.
Any valid input value number can be specified for X and any value from 1 to
256 can be used in Y. In order- for this value to persist in spite of efforts
by the thermistors to change it, the analog input must be DISABLED. AA.does
not disable the input. The specified value is kept until the input is ENABLED
or until it is changed by another AA command.
User Enters: AA 2007 126
Suunnkeeper Action: The current value of lire 7 on drum-2 is replaced
with 126
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6.3.2 Clear Commands
These commands clear or turn off the specified input, bits, or
drivers.
CLEAR BIT (CB X)
This command resets the specified memory bits.. The bits reset
immediately but may be altered by another I ine unle^s the drum containing
that line is disabled.
User Enters: CB 1, 7, 19
Sunkeeper Action: Memory bits 1, 7 and 19 are'reset to zero.
CLEAR & DISABLE DRIVER (CH X)
This command both turns off and disables the o6tput drivers specified
by X. This command doEs not affect the condition of the drivers as seen by
the d rum I i nes . Th i s command 1 s, genera I I y used to set ha rdwa re cond i t i on s
that are not to be changed.
User Enters: CH 7, 8, 25
Sunkeeper Action: Drivers 7, S, 25 are disabled and . turned off.
CLEAR INPUT (Cl X)
This command causes the specified digital inputs to be seen as OFF
by the drums. If these inputs are not d i sabled, this command will only
persist for one scan then tile input will assume its
.
 co-rect status.
User Enters: CI 4-8
Sunkeeper Action: D iq i t'al i nput I i nL-, 4 throu^h 8 are of f
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6,3.3 Disable Commands
Disable. commands freeze the values of the specified inputs, outputs
or bits at the current status. Neither the external-equipment nor the
program can alter the values of disabled items. Only after being enabled
can these values change. The appropriate set and clear commands for dis-
abled items only affect the way the drums process the data but does not have
any effect on the control' system,
DISABLE ANALOG (DA X)
This command freezes the value of the specified analog input(s). Until
the input is Enabled, the value can be changed only by an Alter Analog
command.
User Enters: DA 5, S!, 24
Sunkeeper Action: Analog input lines 5, 9 and 24 are disabled.
D I :::ABLE BIT (DB X)
This command prevents the specified memory bit(s) from changing except
in response to a SET BIT or CLEAR BIT command.
User Enters: DB 18, 27, 30
Sunkeeper Action: Memory bits 18, 27 and 30 are frozen at their current
state.
DISABLE DRIVER (DD X)
TV- I s command disconnects the output drivers from the drum program and
leaves these outputs in their current state. SET `nd CLEAR do not affect
the hardware of DISABLED drivers, but the SLnkeeper•regards the SFT or CLEAR
as having taken place for purposes of testing 0e output drivers.
User rntrr q : DD 5,3
'^..^...	 1
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Output drivers 5 and 8 ar0 ` isabtr.d.	 9
DISABLE INPUT (DI X)
This command leaves digital inputs in the state they are in at the time
of the DISABLE. SET and CLEAR commands may be used to change the state of
a DISABLED input.
User Enters: DI 1-5, 8
Sunkeeper Action: Digital inputs l through 5 and line 8 are disabled.
DISABLE DRUM (DM X)
This command prevents the specified drum from having any effect on
drivers or memory bits. The output and memory settings generated by the
disabled drum are saved and can be examined using the print commands. Under
these circumstances, driver and memory settings generated by any drums are
saved for examination using the print commands.
User Enters: DM 1,6
Sunkeeper Action; Drums 1 and 6 are disabled,
6.3.4 Enable Commands
Enable commands remove th y,: effect of Disable commands and allow the status
of the previously frozen inputs, bits, or drivers to change and reflect the
current state of the equipment. Whenever an input is Enabled, the hardware
sensor determines if current values and, on the next scan, this value is used
by the drums. When an output driver is Enabled, the drive status is not
changed until a drum line changes it.
ENABLE ANALOG (EA X)
This command enables the specified analog input lines.
User Enters: EA 5
Suilkerper Action: Analog input five is enabled
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ENABLE BITS (EB X)
This command enables the specified memory bits.
User Enters: EB 7.9,30
Sunkeeper Action: !Memory bits 7, 9, 30 are enabled
ENABLE DRIVERS (ED X)
This command enables the specified output driver lines.
User Enters: ED h-6, 18
Sunkeeper Action: Output drivers 4, 5, 6 and 18 are enabled
ENABLE INPUTS (El X)
This command enables the specified digital input lines.
User Enters: El 7,11
Sunkeeper Action: Digital input lines 7 and 11 are enabled.
ENABLE ALL (EL)
This command removes all disables. It does not 'require that the Items
be specified.
User Enters: EL
Sunkeeper Action: All disables are removed.
ENABLE DRUM (EM X)
This command enables the specified drums
User Enters: EM 5,8
Sunkeeper Action: Drums 5 and 8 are enabled
1
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6.3.5 Set Commands
Set commands force an input, bit, or output to the on condition.
SET MEMCRY BIT (SB X)
This command sets the memory bits specified. The change takes place
immediately. This state may be changed by z. drum, depending on the program
and whether or not the drum is Enabled.
SET 5 DISABLE OUTPUT DRIVER (Sk X)
This command disables and sets (turns on) the specified output drivers.
The command does not affect the status of the drivers as seen by the drums.
User i=nters: SH 1 ,.
Sunkeeper Action: Output driver lines l and 8 are disabled and appear
turned on to the drums.
SET INPUT (SI X)
This command sets (turns on) the specified digital inputs. This set
value may be changed on the next scan if the input is not disabled.
User Enters: SI 8, 25
Sunkeeper Action: Digital input lines 8 and 25 are turned on (set).
6.3.6 Drum Commands
Pi-um commands effect the operation of the drums when in the diagnostic
mode.
ADVANCE DRUM LINE (AV X Y)
This command forces the line specified in X to exit to thr.line number
initiated in the first exit specification, if the value of Y is I or to the
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line in the second exit specification if Y is 2. This action does not require
that either exit condition be met.
User Enters: AV 2013 2
Sunkeeper Action: Drum 2 leaves line 13 and spins and stops at the line
number specified in the second exit condition of line 13.
REMOVE DRUM LINE STOP (NS X)
This command remove; the stop condition from the specified line. If 11/1'
is entered for the line, all stop conditions are removed. Although this
command indicates that a drum is no longer inhibited from leaving the current
line, it does not necessarily follow thatahe drum will leave the line. In
order for the drum to leave the line, the exit conditions must be-satisfied.
A stop condition does not prevent the operator from leaving the line by
using the Advance Drum Line (AV) or Rotate (RM) commands.
User Enters: NS 1015, 6008
Sunkeeper Action: The stop condition on line 15 of drum 1 and line 8
of drum 6 are removed.
ROTATE THE DRUM (RM X)
This command rotates the specified drum to the specified line. The
action command for this new line is not processed until the next control cycle.
All timers for the drum are cleared. The drum may, of course, be moved from
the specified line during the next cycle, depending on its exit specifications
and emergency conditions.
User Enters: RM 5028
Sunkeeper Action: Drum 5 spins and stops at line 28 but does not perform
the Action command until the next control scan.
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RESET OF LINE ZERO (RS)
This command causes all drums to be reset to line 0. This command
may be issued whether the Sunkeeper is running or not.
User Enters: RS
Sunkeeper Action: All drums spin and stop at line zero.
STEP A DRUM LINE (SL X)
This command causes the Sunkeeper to process the Action Command for
line X. Inputs are not scanned, and the exit conditions for that line
are not examined. This may or may not affect the driver hardware, depending
on whether or not the drum er the drivers are ENABLED. The effect Is as if
the Sunkeeper had transferred to that line for one scan and then resumed
processing the line it was on at the time the command was issued.
User Enters: -SL 5051
Sunkeeper Action: The Action command for line 51 of drum 5 is executed
and remains on that line for one scan then goes back
to the line it was processing when the SL command
was received.
STOP (SP X)
This command stops the drum specified in X. This drum is not examined
at all during the control cycles. A stopped drum may be restarted by rotating
it to the appropriate line using the Rol command. An argument of "/" stops
all drums and thereby halts the control program. This turns off the RUN
light. All outputs are loft as they were at the end of the cycle. SP / is
an extremely drastic command and is not recommended For normal use.
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k6.4 PRINT COMMANDS
The Print Commands allow the user to select the values and status of
the Sunkeeper during various operations.
PRINT ANALOG (PA X)
This command prints the hardware value and the , drum value of one analog
input. If a numerical argument is supplied, only the specified input is
printed. If "/" is specified, all analog inputs are printed in a list. if
the value of the analog input has been frozen by a DISABLE command, the first
value 1s the value to which the input has'been frozen, and the second is the
hardware value. If the analog input is not disabled, the twu values are the
same.
PRINT THE BIT MEMORY (PB)
This command prints just the memory bits that are ON (set) it presents
these bits as seen by the drums, which may or may not be the same as the actual
bit states depending on the status of the Disable command. PB / lists the
actual bit states.
PRINT DRIVERS (PD)	 -
This command lists the output drivers which are ON. This information
duplicates the display lights for drivers which and not disabled. If a
driver is disabled, the state printed is the state the driver hardware would
assume if the driver were not disabled. PD / prints the state of the hardware.
.	 I	 ,
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PRINT HISTORY FILE (PH)
This command prints the history data logged in' the system. The data
logger can handle up to lb variables. Up to 32 averages are recorded in the
history storage-The history printout hives the beginning hour and minute at which
each sample was taken, the number of minutes between each average, and the
values of the 16 variables. The time is also given.
PRINT DIGITAL INPUTS (PI)
This command lists the digital input lines which are ON. This informa-
tion duplicates the indicator lights on the front panel for inputs which are
not Disabled. The value printed for Disabled inputs is the value to which
they were last SET, regardless of the state of the hardware. If the hardware
state is desired, a 17 11 argument to the print command should be given.
PRINT DRUM LINE (PL X)
This command prints the text of drum line X. -if the line is being
edited at the time of the PL, the printed line is the state of the line before
it was edited. If the PL command is not given a line number, the state of
the line as it would be if a CLOSE were to be given is printed instead. This
allows the operator co verify the edited line before closing and inserting
the changes in the control sequence.
PRINT DRUM (PM X)
This command prints all the	 lines	 in drum X.	 This	 is a handy means of
reviewing the program for a specific drum. 'Y" indicates that all drums are
to be printed.
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PRINT CURRENT DRUM POSITION (PP X)
This command prints the logic line of the specified drum that is
being processed at the time the PP command is received.
PUNCH THE PROGRAM (PU)
This com;iiand causes the Sunkeeper to punch the, users program fron
its memory. This generates a program listing (if a'teletype punch is
used).
PRINT DISABLED (PX)
ti
This command lists all inputs, bits, and output drivers that are
disabled.
PRINT TIME (TI)
This command causes the Sunkeeper to print the current value of its
clock. The print is to the form YY MM DD WKD HH Wi SS. The clock is read
at the time the print starts, sothe printed value i,s off by the amount of
time taken to do the printing.
6.5 SAMPLE PROGRAM
Refer to Figure 6-1 for a sample program that illustrates format and use
of exit conditions.
Refer to Figure 6-2 for a sample print out of the history file and method
for identifying data.
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SAMPLE . WGRAM
^M	 ( I D. CODE)	 OP 1009
Ti	 OD 2
T) 006 JUL 001 TUE 017 035 002	 FD 1
P	 X1 1010
PU	 AX TISr5
OP 1000	 X2 0000
FD 1-5,7	 OP 1010
X1 1001	 FD 1-2
	
01 3.5	 X1 1006
X2 1006	 AX TISy4
Of 4-• 5	 X2 1000
OP 1001	 Fl 5
OD 4.7	 OP 1011
X1 1003	 OD 5
AX 25;^90,TIS 4	 X1 1006
f	 X2 1002
	
AX T1S144
AX TISs5	 X2 1000
OP 1002	 F1 5
X1 1004
AX 25-$O.,T(5;-4
X2 1005
AX TISys
OP 1003
OD 1
FD 2
X1 1005
AX TIS--4
X2 0000
OP 1004
OD 2
FD )
X1 1005	 G
AX TIS.r4
X2 0000 Q
OP 1005
FD 1-2
X1 1001
AX TI SA
X2 1000
F) 5
OP 1006
OD 4
X1 1008
AX 6 215,T1 S-4
X2 1007
AX TISr5
OP 1007
R 1009
AX 6 205,TIS-r4
X2 1011
AX TIS75
}	 Figure 6-)
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SAMPLE HISTORY  EI L.E
&N
TI Q^ JUL, 001 TUE 01 7 039 015
P
OP D
E
PL
OP 10000
0D 4
AX 25-26 -2728-29 - 2- 3-4-5-6 - 7-8-9=0
XE 0015
E	 (Note: 1st two columns on left are time. All others to the tlght
CL	 are data in order given above)
P
PH
009 035 4401 065 064 454 255 255 076 078 078 , 0;°'8 115 113 1 011 076 01 0 0 000
009 150 000 1.165 064 057 255 255 018 080 080 080 115 113 101 076 1l0E 0 If 011)
01 0 01015 000 0165 0164 061 255 255 08 1 082 Q82 ' 082 115 113 101 076 011111 000
01R 020 000 065 1.76.4 062 255 255 084 11,"-',.,5.1 085 . 085 115 113 101 076 000 000
010 035 000 065 U S4 0162 255 255 087 01 138 088 089 115 1 13 1 01 1 076 0 00 00 0
4 1 0 050 000  064 064 062 255 2:55 09 1 092 092 '092 115 113 1 0 1 076 000  0 0 0
411 0015 0 0 0 065 064 4613 255 255 094 095 1 95 ,096 115 113 101 1 0176 U0 0 0 0ii
411 020 0014 065 064 063 255 255 097 098 1198 099 1 15 113 14 1 07 6 010101 000
411 035 01014 0164 464 0162 255 255 100 102 1 02 , 1 02  115 112 1 0 1 076 0 t 014 000
411 05 0 000 065 164 1162 255 255 1 05 1 06 106 , 1 06  115 112 1 0 1 076 000 0101_
412 405 400 064 064 062 255 255 1 018 109 1019 109 115 112 1080 076 000 6 0C
012 020 000 0 165 064 063 255 255 111 112 112 . 113 115 113 100 076 000 OOC
012 0135 000  065 064 063 255 255 115 116 116 11 6 115 113 101 4 (1 76  0 ii 0 D 011:
012 050 000 065 110 066 255 255 111 112, 113 113 115 113 1 001 103 0008 t'i't:
413 005 0008 0 65 116 1.167255 255 111 113 113 . 113 123 126 095 11 2 000 01111:
413 020 000 066 116 066 255 255 107 1 L', 105 108 1'35 134 096 1015 011111 0 6-10
013 035 000  06 116 066 255 255 1 07 108 108 1 09  136 135 113 110 000  11011:
013 050 4 0 0 068 116 0167 255 255 111 112 112-112 137 136 115 113 000 1)C,f
014 0105 000  0 68 114 067 255 255 113 11,4 114 114 133 1 37  115 115 110111 0 01"
014 02 0 000	 115, 0168 255 255 114 115 115 115 137 136 115 11-9 00101 Q ii 1:
014 035 0001 1168 10 7 068 255 255 114 115 115 115 137 136 115 115 00101 011.11.
014 050 0101) 068 104 066 255 255 114 115 115 115 137 136 115 116 it C, 0  0 0"
015 005 000 0168 104 0165 255 255 114 115 115 115 137 136 115 116 0001 00(
015 02 0 000 067 1 04 465. 255 255 114 115 115 115 137 136 115 116 000 001:
015 035 0001 068 104 0651 255 255 114 115 115 115 138 137 115 116 011) i•1 01"11.
015 0501 000 063 105 063 255 255 114 115 115' 115 138 138 115 11b- C, CI 08tH
016 005 000 0671014 0863 255 255 114 115 118 115 138 .13 115 116 0113 1  08111
016 020 400 067 1015 063 2555 255 114 115 115 115 135 134 115 116 011;01 1:1011
0116 035 000 06 1015 	 3.55 255 114 115 115  115 132 1'31 115 116 0 0111 "101,
0116 050 114 0, 067 01851 !^r. 1 255 255 114 115 115 116 127 126 115 117 000 001
017005 00111 8065 063 054 255 255 116 118 118 118 127 126 114 119 000 01),
015 020 0011 064 063 059 255 255 114 115 115 . 115 127 126 111 117 000 00,
k1"M pv% 13
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SECTION 7
MAINTENANCE & TROUBLESHOOTING
W0*A11j PAM, 1I$
7.1 MAINTENANCE PHILOSOPHY
	 d W R 
QU W,
The Sunkeeper Control.Unit requires no extraordinary maintenance
procedures. Typically the orily care requires is such that would normally
be given to similar electronic equipment. The Sunkeeper's rugged construc-
tion and use of all solid state components should provide many trouble-free
hours of control operation.
7.2 TROUBLESHOOTING
The first step in trying to isolate troubles in a system that is
controlled by a Sunkeeper is to find out whether the malfunction is in the
controlled equipment (sensors, relays, valves, etc.) or in the Sunkeeper.
Disconnect the input control wiring to the Sunkeeper at input
connectors JA, JB, JJ and JH.
	 Request that the analog - '_'digital input
valve be printed. All should read zero.
Insert an Analog Input Tester into connector JH and read the inputs or.
analog input pins 1 through 16. These should compare with the values stopplied
with the tester. Then insert the tester in connector JJ and read the values
for analog inputs 17 through 32.
If any of the readings are incorrect, the out-of-tolerance channel is
not considered to be reliable and should not be used.
NJTE
If there are other or spare input channels a • railable, the load
wiring normally connected to tha defective channel should be
attached to a rood spare input channel.
To check the digital inputs, insert a Digital Input Tester in
connectors JA and JB then read the values on lines I - 16 and 17 - 32
respectively.
Output drivers can be checked by monitoring the lines at the point
where they connect to the external equipment and observing the front panel
states lights that ;fluminate to indicate a driver that is ON.
There are no repair- procedures for a defective' Sunkeeper Unit. The
unit should be shipped back to the factory for repair.
7.3 USE OF PHONE IN CENTER
Sunkeeper installations having a telephone modem on their Input/Output
terminal can take advantage of a unique Sunkeeper diagnostic feature. By
calling the Sunkeeper Service Center and attaching the telephone handset
to the mode, the local Sunkeeper can be operated under the control of a
special diagnostic program run at the service center.. This feature can
determine the operational status of the Sunkeeper and also help isolate
faults.
7.4 HYDRONIC SYSTEM-MAINTENANCE
7.4.1	 Circuit  Set tier 'V'alves
These valves require no maintenance.
PWGE IS
QUm,,Ty
If one should malfunction or leak,
remove it and replace with a new valve. The procedure for using "hase
valves is explained in Appendix A-2.
7.4.2 Modumate Zone Control Valves
ti.
These valves require no maintenance: These va1'ves are operated by a heat
motor. In the event of a failure, turn "OFF" power in the control panel,
Page 7-2
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remove wiring, remove motor and replace. See Appendix A-5 for valve cuts.
7.4.3 Griswold Constant Flow Controls
These items require no maintenance. In the event of failure, replace.
For ordering information refer to Appendix A-4.
7.4.4 Pumps
The pumps require routine maintenance. Refer to Appendix A•-3.
7.4. 5 Isolation & graining
Removal of any item in the hydronic system piping requires that the
I.P.E.C.H. package be isolated from the external piping systems. Valves
and drain plugs are provided for this purpose.
'li
t^
aR
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APPENDIX A
Y
8A
AX
CL
FB
FD
F1
OB
OD
OI
OP
PU
RL
RU
ST.
X1
X2
XE
XX
ZH
.	 ZS
2M
..t
PRINT
PA PRINT ANALOG
PB PRINT THE BIT MEMORY
PD. PRINT DRIVERS
PH PRINT HISTORY FILE
PI PRINT DIGITAL
	
INPUTS .
1'L PRINT DRUM LINE
PM PRINT DRUM
PP PRINT CURRENT DRUM POSITION
PU PUNCH THE PROGRAM
• PX PRINT DISABLED
TI PRINT TIME
COMMAND LIST
PROGRAMMING (EDIT
ANALOG EXIT SPECIFICATION
CLOSE LINE BEING EDITED
HITS WHICH ARE OFF/TURN OFF BIT
DRIVERS WHICH ARE 01=F/TURN OFF DRIVER
INPUTS 14M I CH 1•.3E OFF
BITS WHICH ARE ON/SF.T BIT
DRIVERS WHICH ARE 014/TURN ON DRIVER
INPUTS b1HICH ARE ON
OPEN A DRUM LINE FOR EDIT
PUNCH THE PROGRArt
RELOAD THE DRUM LINES
RUN THE PROGRAM
SET TIME
FIRST EXIT SPECIFICATION
SECOND EXIT SPECIFICATION
EMERGENCY EXIT SPECIFICATION
GET OUT OF EDIT WITHOUT CLOSING
CLEAR HISTORY FILE
RE1141TIALIZE ENTIRE SYSTEM
ZAP DRUB
DIAGNOSTIC{
AA ALTER ANALOG VALUE
AV ADVANCE DRUM LINE
CB
	
CLEAR BIT'
CH CLEAR 6 DISABLE OUTPUT DRIVER HARDWARE
C:
	
CLEAR I14PUT
DA DISABLE ANALOG
DD
	
DISABLE BIT
DD
	
DISABLE DRIVER
DI
	
DISABLE INPUT
Die
	
DISABLE DRUM
EA ENABLE ANALOG
EB
	
ENABLE BIT
ED ENABLE DRIVER
El
	
ENABLE IIIPUT
EL
	
E14ABLE• ALL
EM
	
ENABLE DRU14
NS REMOVE DRUM LINE STOP
RM ROTATE THE DRU14
RS
	
RESET TO LINE ZERO
SB
	
SET MEI4ORY BIT
SH
	
SET AND DISABLE  OUTPUT DRIVER HAI:DWARE:
SI
	
SET DIGITAL 114PUTS
SL STEP A DRUM LINE
SP STOP
TI
	
PRINT TIME
` =AGET
POOR QUALITY
}	 •r I I•tE
A
REAL TIME INTERVAL •t•114E
k
NTH Month of year (JAN,FER,MAR,APR,MAY,JUN, TID Elapsed time in days	 (I	 to 256)
JUL,AUG,SGP,OCT,NOV,DEC) Till Elapsed time in hours (1	 to 256)
WHD Day of week (MOI4,1'UES,WE:D,THU,Fiti,SAT,SUN) TIM Elapsed time in minutes	 (I	 tor 25G)
DAY Day of month (I
	 to 31) TIS Elapsed time in seconds	 (I	 to 256)
F OUR Hour of day (0 to 23) T. S. Elapsed time in 1/10 of seconds (.1	 to 25.v'•:
DESCRIPTIO`4S OF ERROR MESSAGE CODES .
1 CON14AND NAME HOT FOUND OR NOT YET DONE 13 AX SPEC 1 F4 ED WHEN NOT 114 X1	 OR Y.2 MODE
k	 4 ;:i 2 FORCED Tt TRANSFEh TO NONEXISTENT L114E 14 UNRECOC-NIZEABLE RELATIONAL IN A14ALOO SPEC
P 3 REMOVED STOP FROM NOIIEXISTENT LINE 15 INCORRECT' VALUE	 IN ANALOG SPECIFICATION1
k 4 DID NOT HAVE SLASH IN STOP 16 TOO MANY ANALOG SPECIFICATIONS FOR BUFFER
5 OUTPUTTED LINE # REFERS TO NONEXISTENT LN 17 ALPHA ARGUMENT NOT FOUND IN TAfsLE
6 ASKED TO FIND NONEXISTENT LINE 7 18 NU14ERIC ARGUMENT	 55K
7 VALUE OUT OF RANGE IN COMMAND L AIC 19 BAD DELIMETER BETWErN ARGUMENTS
' a OPEN OF NEW LINE BUT 140 LINE NUMBER 20 BAD FIRST-DIGIT OF LINE NUMBER
9 LINE SUMIJER NOT VALID 21 IIULTIPLE X£ ADDRESSES FOR SANE DRUM
r 10 EDIT COMMAND SPECIFIED,
	
BUT IIOT
	 III LDIT 22 NEW LINE hEQUESTED, BUT hE1iORY PULL
11 INPUT SETTINGS SI'CCIFIED IN Xi	 OR X2 MODE 23 CAN'T PUjItH WHILE S1ILL	 IN EDIT
1.2_,. X1 OR X2 ADDRESS IS FOR DIFI•L• Rurr I)RU14 211 INVALID DRUM NU14SER
/Page A-1
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APPENDIX B
CIRCUIT SETTER VALVE OPERATION
T	 ^
The Circuit Setter Valve Operation BkMetin A507 has been deleted
beca.ttse it mms copyrighted 1969, 1973 by International Telephone W-Ld
Telegraph Corporation. For information contract Bell &: Gossett, Fluid
Handling Di.visioa - ITT, N >Sortoxi Grove, 111. , 60053.
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Fi^;ur4 1 i xepre ,e17 t'It:tve of a"tO ,calc:" iaipin ] )►out and equipment
schedule as providccl by a cO)xL;ulLant's Office. figcia:e 1 will be used as an ex-
ample i:o illustrate pa:o-set balance paocedur.e-
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FIGURE 2.	 PTPE SIZING JL).F'N'1 i TG A. r ION/r.r. OW RATE
PIPE, SECTTUN FLOW D^T.EMINITl\ATTON
Terminals T-1 (50 GPM) and T-7. (70 GPM) draw their required flow froin the tec
located at I' D ". Since (50 -I- '70) or 120 GPM leaves "D", 1 .20 GPM n-iti!A enter
through pipc section. B-D.
The tee located at "B" must provide 120 GPM to D-D plus 10 GPM to T-Z; section'
.A-B must thcti flow 130 G13M I.o 11 13 "a 111TC.
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	STEP 1.	 IDT.NTIFY P[l^r Sr^CTIONS 11I T^D P1PL SI;C'1'IC?N FLOW 1.t11'CT^,S
Pipe sections are letter identified from "tee to tee" as shown on
rigure 2.OMMAE PAGIt
POOR
 
QU ALI'TY.
Pipe section {]ow ratios are derived fron-i terminal unit flow rate
needs and on the simple premise that water flow into a tee equals
water flow away from the tee. The procedure is shown on Figure
2.
The method, used. for ^'eter^^iiiaiiig terminal unit: flow rate need
-	 ••	 should be established by the consulting firm; either in the ^,peci-
ficatioii; or by confirmation letter to those concerned with balance.
Tit this case, a "bi -1
 accspted" terminal unit schedule will be used.
It ,%,JD1 be noted that the schedule shown on the plan, illustrates the
terminals usod as a ba -c is for design; pipe sizingy , et c. .. . while
the specification may state alternative units v.hich are "bid accept-
able ".
Should another in_ nufacturer. 's te rmiiaa.l uni ts be accepte d , the te r-
minal unit scherbi-le shown on the plans should be. disrcgarde.d and
replaced by a schedule ill-ristrat.ing the terminals that Nvill actually
be u cd.
For this example, the terminal units schedule on the plans arc al-
so "l:,id accepted" and form the basis for the pipe section flow rates
Shown on figure 2.
-JKGINXQ PAGE IS
OR POOR QUAIX-r37
)^.4 0ther methods; GPM by temperature difference and
GPM by unit size are shown in Examples 2 & 3.
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3 11 Pipc: @ 130 C-Phl with 6. 6' H3.
Lo s o y Pipe' cE iota G.-I-1-
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FIGURE 3.	 PIPE, SECTION HEAD I.IOSS SHOWN ON
q,	 U
s
STEP 2	 DETERMINE ESTIMATE PIPE. SECTION HEAD LOSS BY
' A.]3ULTLJ'.L;J:) P1ZOC; rliUlz AND S1-1OW ON PLAN
The procedure used for determining pipe section loss (ft. 11d.)
has been simplified by Bell & Gossett through use of Tables and
Charts, (See Section 2; Head Loss Estimation).
In order to establish basic pre-set balance procedure most-quick-
ly, it will be assumed that pipe section head loss have been esti-
mated'. by simple preced _; es later shown and that these sectional
head losses appear as below:
.f
' a	 4
PIPE
 SECTION Ill FLOW RA'rL
ESTTi:.4A'rLD
HEA D LOSS"'
A B ` 130 1. 9'
D D ! l 2 0 Z. 2'
D r 50 1. 2'
C E 10 1. 0'
E G 80 1.	 1'
G H 130 6. 61
F` G (T 1 ) 50 16.9'
D E (T2) 70 34.9'
D C (T 3 ) 10 14.4'
A 11 (T;.) 80 6.6'
II A (Eau11). Room) 210 10. S'
These estimated Bead tosser, are shown on the piping plan.
;-Pipe section head loss estimation for this particular
example is shown in Section 2; Head Loss Estimation;
Example 1.	 ^..
.^I
r
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STEP 3	 USING PIPING PLAN AS "ROAD 1 \IAP", FIND HIGNEST
ITT' XYTTU5,5 C;1.RC; LI1 T
Sines; ,the equiprrnent room piping (I-I—.•-A.) flows all the water de-
livered to the terminal circuits, it is not part of the proportional
balance pra')lem. The considerations pertaining to proportional_,
balance start at the first junction take-off from the supply main
(in Figure 4 at A) and end at the last circuit return to the return
main (in Figure 4 at H).
The pipe flan is now used as a road rnap and all po lsible flow paths
from A to H through the various ter.min:;i units are determined.
Pipe section head loss for each possible circuit flow path are added.
The circuit flow lath Gnat leas the highest head lo:,a is found by coin--
pari^,on. For thiI exainple, the circuit flow path fron-I A—x-13
througli terminal T-Z has the higliesL lzcad .loss as shown in the coxn-
parison.. below:
CIRCUIT A	 H Tli) a T-1 A	 H Thru T••2^ A	 H Thru T--3	 ^ A	 Thru T-4^1-1F	
,
Pipe	 I Had
Section .Loss
Pipe	 head
Sec tion 	 T oss
`	 Pipe	 Head
SC: Ctioil	 Loss
Pipe	 Ilca(I
Scetioa	 Loss
A -B	 ^1. 9'
,
A-D	 1. 9' A.••13 1. 9' A-I-1 (T4) 6. 6'
B-D	 Z.2' B-D	 Z. 7.' B.-C(T3) 14.4'
D-F	 1. 2' D•-1 (T 2)	 34. 9' C-E 1.0'
F-G(TI)	 16. 9' L-G	 1. 1' E- G 1.	 1'
G •• H	 6. 61 G- H	 6. 6' G -I-I 6. 6'
`I'ota	 lzcdu.ired 28.8' 45.7' 25. 0' 6. 6'Circuit IId. Loss
Highest Hd. Loss
r ^-
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STEP 2.- RE- AD -1.7- HEAD LOSS OPPOSITE
70 GPN/1 FLOW RATE
150
AD
2)
ell v
I. SET RL'Quj -t: r)	 1-0",S O PPOSITE C	 r- 1 . OV.,
2. 11CAU SEl'TF.'G 1: ILYCIJU) BY	 0,-';PED -\ ,E zllZc
. . . .......
CERCUIT
Cl*,Irrt)IT nrllr.. n
WLVE ^,Zc
10
-..,UGlNA1U PAGE t3
POOR QUALITY
STEP 1: SET MULE (SIDE 1) TO QPEI^ (oo)
sizi--hWG FOR 2 1/2" VALVE
FIGURE 5. FIN T) OPEN CIRCUIT S'C, ,TT.C- R. VALtrj!-,
JqEAJTETFT;S--	 —
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STEP 3a FIND II.AL,ANC E GOVI RNY ING HEAD .LOSS; ADD OPEN CIRCITTT
SE'1''1I;R IIL:A1) .LU:iS '1'O ) I I G I I IIEAl. LOSS CIitCUIII
The hi g hest head lobs circuit (A— H thru T.) mc.lucies an open
circuit setter valve (CS-2) in pipc section D-E. The head loss of
►his valve must be added t- ► its circuit head loss to establish the
„	
balance governing; head loss.
The open circuit setter valve is contained in pipe section D-E;
which is abstracted from Figure- 4 as below:
OF POOR Q13 XLIT
IT
V-e	 CS_a
G ^^^•	 ^ f^•A^......n ^^ 
^^,, r^..•^1_..^.., ^ `^..^.-...,...^^,n..... wn...r..•4:::.it
l,e-....^...,.^..nr .. +ram, v-.
FIGU1tL 5.z,	 SrC'J.'TOI\Z D-): AFSTRACT]..)) FROII FIGIJI;)^ !^.
The apci1 c-.Ircuit GC--tter valve is linc-Sized at ?- I /2" and -" -I\. , :; 70
x	 GPI\;. Figure 5 show that for this coildltion, ,
 the circuit setter
\ntilve \\i).1 cause 1. 7' head ]ocr3.
Balzmcc [rovcrnin;* head losr, now bc:corn7es:
HIGHEST CIRCUIT I-iEAD LOSS (A b-:,hru T 1 )	 -	 45, 7'
OPEN 2-1/2" CIRCUIT SETTER n 70 GPIA	 -	 1.7'
TOTAL 13ALA1`?C)- GOVER MNG HEAD LOSS	 =	 47. 4'
8 -13/,Page   
STEP 1: SET E011 SELECTION COND111ONS,
50 Grm i, "1t3.G' 1 :011 CS-1
^U	 k t ^ I III (	 1 r^rl	 Gtl
` ^ky1 ^141 ^ 11 ^ IJIIII fIif^^^^ '^ `v0
r/I^r^
1^ \ \l 4\1 
^r ^CIVEEIE.D lEE-It l^ LOSS • Fr, `pr ,r o^'/c/r%,^
Q	 h
tir	 (`^1 ^ f ^,3^ r	 !"] F'ly^ ^^ f^>t
^
, IL i	 I ".7 1!:
	
l "L°i^ i^.l t^	 ' oL' •^  !IJ L'x.' G l	 \fit• f ir !: lf't^ L.x L t 	 c^^ ^L. h	 ^sQ
srrN, ue it2015
1. SET MOU:M"0I.1 C",D LASS or`1 10SrrE t% k' "W
2. READ	 GY #G,1,tL1N1r OPPC ATE (`M"MREM VAL
VE $17[.
• Sr.TI IG
r'
lU	 ^,	 CtflCUll SF.lir11
CIRCUIT ~r1TC i	 ^a 1^L'1^ ,^ f ^ 	 VALVL SU'"
VALVL SQL
qq 10 70	 'lp a^ ''
.4.,	 .1.^ ..1.11-^ a .!^'^"	 ".
3	
'!i", LJ -^-^	 3
i
.m
STEP 2, STEAD APO P SSIBLE
 GP M' ECG OGIS FORCONS
1'/z" (0 14
2" (7 24a
2 1/z" 36
g" il. 4y°
r1GURE 6.	 SY^LI^GTYON FOR CS-i; 2-l/2
1 ' L NG-5Y7 1^
Uffum
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ST17,P 4	 Y)ETEMMWE' "PRE-SET" CIRCUIT I•IEAD LOGS RI:.t`2UIREME14T
t	 ANll C II^LUt'+' :;E'.l"fJU ,SLf '.i"1'l.Wt.i
The piping layout shown in Figure 4 will be set in proportional flow
1	 balance when each separate flow-circuit path ha s equal head loss at
t	 ^	 its design flaw rate.	 GWpX PAGE ffi
f^t pWR QUALITY
f	 In order to achieve this objective, circuit setter valves will be
"pre-set" for the head lost, difference bet:weeix that needed for the
"balance governing" circuit and the "(otal required) head Loss for
all other circuits. This can be tabulated as below:
CIRCUIT A---t.-II thru T 1 A—p-I1 thru T2 -A—H thru T3 A—li thru T4
111311ance 47.4' 47. 4' 47.41 47.41Head Loss
Total Required Head
-28.31 -45.71 -25. 0' -6.61Loss/Circuit
Circuit Head Loc o 18. G' 1. 7' 22.4' 40.61Differonce
Circuit Setter Flow  GPM^50 70 GPM  10 GPM
^ 
a0 GP1\1
CS - 4Circuit S,!ttcr h'n.  CS-1
1", 6' O 50 GPM
CS-2
_	
CS-3
Ciz • cuit Sctte.r P.-C. -c,ct 1. 7' @ 70 GPhi L2. 4' @ 10 GPIA 40. J' q 80 G1
The circuit setter valves, are : elected for the' eonclitions E-ho n in the
last t:zhulatr.d lime. The procadu.re for selection is shown in Figure 6
for CS-1
While circuit setter valves will often be selected smaller than line-
sire, for this example a Zinc-size selection is made as follows:
CIRCUIT SETTER NO.
VALVE SITE
CS- I CS- 2 CS- 3 CS- 4
3"
r
2-1 /2" 2- I /2" 1-1 /4 11
SETTING 360 Ope. ►i (0) 390 45°
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**50/21. 1' /? -I /7.'1/.',6°/CS-1... Means: 50 GPM Q 21. 1 Ft. Md. , z'-1 /21,
Circuit Setter @ 30for CS-1
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PUMP MAINTENANCE
t
. r
4
r
1
7
i
w
'	 Page G -I
ilL
V.
1L
The Series "60" In-line Centrifugal Pump Maintenance Instruction
Sheet 51694.6, Parts List and Performance Curves have been deleted
because they were copyrighted in 1967, 1974, 1975, and 1976 by International
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation. For information contact Bell &
Gossett, Fluid Handling Division - ITT, Morton Grove, Ill., 60053.
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page C-2
i
, HEAD LASS ESTIMATION
PROCEDURES
a
0
i
4
Page C-3
2 x"150 	
V-1€
g~S50	 I	 BID SELECTED
TERMINAL UNIT SCHEDULE
T-2/70
	 0 !	 I
a
i	
Ii	 ^	 1
3'/120
v	 CS-3
r	 ^	 c	 I	 ^.
^-Mo
1 4/10
COMlT V-4rr^ f 	 ►+l^^.
	 ^4"3D/2f0	 41/2 10 4"
I	 a
ga_R
.^..._._.
	 *311/130 Means:4
P-1	 31' Pipe @ 130 GPM
-3"/80
	
For Pipe Section G-H
CS-4
T-4/80 	 s
r' 3 01/80
FIGURE 1. EXAMPLE BALANCE PROBLEM
page C-4	 wIf4AL PAGE ISJL QUALIITX
erm^na
Unit
6•
Na. b4BH GPM ''Hd.
T- ► - --- 50 --
T-Z -- --- 70 --
T-3 -- --- 10 --
T-4 -- --- 80 --
HEAD LOSS ESTIMATION PROCEDURES
Pre-set balance procedures require that each pipe section be evaluated
in terms of its head loss. For purposes of evaluation, system piping sections can
be broken into three types:
1.	 Distribution Pipe Sections
r The distribution pipe sections are the supply and return pipe sec-
tions between the equipment room and the terminal unit pipe cir-
cuits. Distribution pipe sections are exemplified in Figure 1,
f	 page 42, by pipe sections A-B, B-D, D-F, C -E, E -G and G-H.
Distribution pipe sections usually contain only pipe length, elbows
and tees.
Z.	 Terminal Sub-Circuit Pipe Section
The "sub-circuit" contains the terminal unit and its control valve
(if used) together with shut-off valves, etc. and is exemplified in
Figure 1, page 42, by pipe sections B-C (thru T 3), D-E (Thru TL),
F-G (thru Tl) and A-H (thru T4).
3.	 Equipment Room Pipe Section
The equipment room pipe section flows total system flow rate and
is exemplified in Figure Figure 1, page 42, by section H-A (thru
boiler, etc.). Equipment room pipe section head loss is not nec-
essary for proportional pre-set balance, but is useful for final
flow estimation.
M:TAX pAGX 13
R QUAL"
Page C-5
:	 Ma- 	 .W"
VA	 i	 It- 3VW I
r ^'/ao	 '^	 I
v z	 Cs-r I
^• • ^` TrJTp i_0 Z: 0 {05
; %2 * so
T-t/3C
Distribution
Section
—
Pipe
Measure
Length
A-B 30'
B-D 40'
D-F 42'
C-E 50'
E-G 60'
G-H 132'
s itio	 T- t s iti,
V-3	 CS-3 0	 I
T633 10	
1,•
114%10	 I
3%130	 I
aorslo
	
v -4 4-/t 10 ^4-
t	 {	 t3/1s0^
p^R	 J	 ^37a0	 ^`3"/130 Means:
4'
4'	 3" Pipe @ 130 GPM
p- 1	 For Pipe Section G - H
J%Lc
CS-4
T-4/00
l3%D0
FIGURE 2	 DISTRIBUTION PIPE SECTIONS REPRESENTED BY
SECTIONST-13, -D, -F, C,-F,, Z-G TND G-
Distribution Pipe Section Head Loss Tabulation Form
Pipe Section A-8- B-D D-F CE E-G Ci-N
Flow Rate /.10'110 5-0 l0 SO 130
Pipe Size 3" 3" 2/Z /4' 3 • 3"
Measured Length 30' y0' 92' 5
'' 4
0' 60' 1,32'
N
« ut:
r H
W
El or Thru Tee 18' „y11 81 ?L'
Side Tee /61
Valve
Other
Othe r
Total Equivalent Length 46 6'I 60' 53k 68' 164'
Pipe N Fitting Head Loss (Table I1 /Gj' 2.z ' L2' /•0 ' / /' 6.6'
Csi I
L. --- -
ORiGIN,^^ PAGE 15
OF voOR QUA",
ESTIMATING DISTRIBUTION PIPE SECTION HEAD LOSS
Actual estimation of pipe section head loss is best explained by refer-
ence to the examples stated for use with the head loss estimation table (Table 1 -
page C-8^. The examples used are for pipe sections A-B and B-D in Figure 2,
.	 page C -_6
Table 1 stated the relationships between pipe size, pipe flow and piping
head loss as affected by total equivalent pipe length (TEL). Since pipe size and
flow rate is known, the balance contractor need only establish TEL to determine
pipe section head loss,
•TEL will,be the sum of measured (scaled.) pipe length plus the equiva-
lent fitting length as shown on Table 2, page C-9.
Reference to the examples stated for tte head estimation tables illustrate
0 	 such procedural simplicity that tabulation forms (though shown in worksheet 1, page^ C-b are not needed. , Head loss results can he directly entered on the plans since
v only a simple addition (measured plus fitting equivalent length) permits entry into
Table 1.
NOTES CONCERNING DISTRIBUTION PIPE SECTION HEAD LOSS
Distribution piping will commonly occur as between two tees; see sec-
.
tion B - D (Figure 2, page C,6). When estimating distribution piping fitting equiva-
lent length, however, only one tee is used for estimation (as at "B" in pipe sectionI
'3-D). This is because the tee at "D" will be included in the evaluation for pipe
section D-F.
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1 20 CPM	 (4)
FLOW ,B"	 so
THR U 1
TEE (1}
EXAMPLE 2 (2)
DIAGRAM
W-1	 IM
TABLE 2
FIYTING EQUIVALENT LENGTH TABLE
9e El Tee:	 Side 900 el
"irKl Or rxhFlowIu Miller Miller VALVESTee; Fbw Thru inOr Out
CATF T GLOBE RUGSizeD ^LT^7^ l^^'
Suety Wear Screw Wew Well All All AllWeld
in 1 117 2 1 2-12 11 12 15 1
31#' 2 1 4 2 1 314 12 n 1 - 12
P 3 1.1[2 6 3 5 1 311 25 2
1-114 , 3-12 1-311 7 312 6 1-114 1 30 2.11
11/2 4 2 a 4 1-112 1-12 1-114 10 3
2 5 2-IR to 5 10 2 1.112 50 4
2-17' 6 3 12 6 12-112 2-12 2 Be 5
7' a 4 16 9 15 3 2-12 90 6
IV 5.112 12 20 4 3 110 a
5" a 15 25 5 3-12 140 t,
Y , 9 is 30 6 4 170 12
s' 11 24 40 a 5 240 '	 !d
117' 15 30 50 10 7 2% ?0
17' la 36 60 12 a 320 24
* kWllei b S ide a r inch F low
EXAMPLE 3:
Determine head lose for 3" pipe, 130 GPM when TEL =
164' (Section G-H, Example Problem).
SOLUTION:
Enter Table 1 @ 3" pipe, proceed to 130 GPM (132).
proceeding upward it is found that 164' is not shown on Table.
164' = 100' + 64' SO:
Head Loss @ 100' 	 = 4. 0'
Head Loss @ 64' ('65) 	 = 2. 6'
TOTAL HEAD LOSS = ^T
,ate.
EXAMPLE 1:
Estimate friction loss from A Lo B given the following
(1) Pipe Size is 3".(2) Flow is 130 GPM.
(3) Measured length (plan)	 =	 30'
Y (4) Tee @ "A" is screwed and 3" side branch size; fis side branch.
-' 301 PS
W 130CxPM SOLUTION:
CE	 C-) (1) Determine Fittin 	 Equivalent Len th
D from Ta„ie	 ficrdwe	 tee, si a branch floe
Qequivalent length	 =	 16'.	 Do not include equival
W length for fitting @ "B".
- (2) Determine Total Equivalent Length (TEL)
DEL	 =	 Measured Length + Fitting E. L.
	 =	 30'
46'
EXAMPLE 1 (3) Determine Friction Loss By Use of Table 1DIAGRAM
Enter Table i @ 3" L P. S. 	 Proceed to 130 GP&
next greater (132). 	 Proceed upward to TEL eq+
to or greater than 46' (47. 5'). 	 Read 1. 9' fricton
(See Table 1).
EXAMPLE 2:
.^ 
^El!	 Estimate friction loss from B to D given:
(1)
	
Pipe Size is 3"
Flow is 120 GPM
Measured Length = 40'
Pipe Section Includes Screwed Fittings as:
2 Els + 1 Flow Thru Tee
Determine Fitting Equivalent Length from Tablr
each fitting = 8' E. L. ; Fitting E. L. = 3 x 8
Determine B-D Total Equivalent Length:
TEL = 40' + 24' = 64'
(3)	 Determine. Friction Loss by use of Table 1.
Enter @ 3" to 120 GPM (122) upward, to 64'
TEL (64.6); Read 2. 2' Friction Loss
F.
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Oa
!tl
n
a
so
T-1/50
•" — --	 SID SELECTED
Cs
•	 Q	 I	 TERMINAL UNIT SCHEDULE
^	 I Terminal
Unr
g•
No. MBH GPM
t•
Hd.
T-1 -- --- 50 5'
T-t -- --- 70 12'
T-3 -- --- 10 3'
T-4 -- --- 80 4'
	
^	 I
1'/4%10	 VALVE C v SCHEDULE
	
CS-3 i	 I
t
V-4 4%zio
AA	 ^ r4 	 — ---.y-^
 ^ 9%130*
DLR4'	 1-9%50 	 *3" / 130 Means:J
4'	 3" Pipe @ 130 GPM
P-1	 1	 For Pipe Section G-H
CS •4 i	 } -
rFIGURE 3	 TERMINAL OR SUB-CIRCUIT PIPE SECTIONS REPRESENTED
BY PIPE SECTIONS F-G THRU T1), D-E TH U T2), B-C
?THRUT3
	
DA- T_ U 4
Distribution Pipe Section Head Loss Tabulation Form
v-2
IT
2'h%YO
Vito
v-3
..t•	 T W 10
1 Y4 10 ^`
4'30nw
2 W/S0
V-1	 3750	 i
^,	 I
CS-P (
Valve No. CV GPM
V1 24 50
V2 24 70
V3 4.8 10
V4 185 210
Pipe Section A-6 8-D D-F GE E- C, CT -N F-G D-E B-C A-11
Flow Rate 130 120 50 /Q W 130 50 70 /0 ^ AQ
Pipe Size 3v 3" 2/:' ly" 3" 3" 2%2 2% //.#' 3"
Measured Length 3o' #0'1 ,f2' 50' 60' 1321' SO 50' 6g ' 110'
m
El or Thru Tee ^^ 18' ?!^2 + 8I 32 ' ' 3/1' 32'
ro
Side Tee 161 24 24 'r 7' 16'
n
Valve ^ 2' Z' 7, 2i4'
-+	 A
r F'
.3 Other
W Othe r
Total Equivalent Length 46' 60 60' 53,0 69 ' 1164' 94' 76 75X 1164.'
Pipe k Fitting Head Lass (Table 1) 19' 2.2 ' 1.2` 1-0' 14 ' 6 .6' 1-9' ZT If 2.6'
Terminal
Unit No. 7-1 T-2 T-3 T-4
Head Lass /'ZI 3' T '
Control
Valve
CV
Head Loss 10' 20' /0 ' ^
Total Head Loss with Control Valve 6.9 99 ff , 6.6'
X PAGE IS
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TERMINAL SUB-CIRCUIT HEAD LOSS ESTIMATION
The terminal sub-circuits (Figure 3, pageC-10differ from the distribu-
tion piping circuits ' in that they contain terminal units and fittings. Head loss
estimation is therefore broken into three parts:
1. Pipe and Fitting Head Loss
2. Control Valve Head Loss
3. Terminal Unit Head Loss
The total terminal or sub-circuit head loss is the summation of the head
losses described as illustrated in the calcul-a tion sheet under Worksheet 2, page C-10.
Pipe and fitting head loss procedures for the terminal circuit are exactly
r
	 the same as already described for the distribution pipe sections (see page C_Z).
Control valve head loss determination procedures are based on "C v " des-
'	 cription of valve capacity. While the procedure is simple, it does require separate
discussion. C  head loss procedures are described on the next pages (pages C-12, 13).
Terminal unit head losses are usually based on "Bid Selected" terminal
unit manufacturer's' data. Notes concerning terminal unit head loss determinates
are described on the following pages.
Page C-11
CONTROL VALVE HEAD LOSS; C v PROCEDURE 9
The temperature control contractor will provide valve C V descriptions
to the balance contractor for each control valve in the piping system.
The terminal C `' describes the valves flow - head loss relationship and means
Elie valve flow rate that is required to cause 1 PSI or	 3 ft. head loss across the
valve!. Since head loss varies as the square of the flow change, the C v valve can be
used as the base for estimating head loss for ether flow rates.
Scale 5 on the B&G System Syzer has been particularly arranged for
C  head loss evaluation. To illustrate its use, the example problem will be
used. The problem states that the control valves used for T 1 and TZ have a
Cv a 24. Flow rates are 50 GPM through T 1 and 70 GPM through T2.
For this circumstance, the C  mark on Scale 5 is set opposite 24 GPM.
Valve head loss is rea li opposite the specified flow rate as below in Figure 4.
c^
0"4 now 	 ^^	 SCALE NO. S	 s`	 `4 GPM FLOW
• *	 "IT Of HEAD
Cr	
%	 a
^	 '	 ^
^	 R
A*	 1	 !i`
Cr
BOLL & OSSETT ITT
rJ1Ar •^J^^	 l• r\. .p.11
.r N..^y ►rw. w rw lry.rwt..y . y.. ^.w u•M
Cv ^24
READ 20' HEAD LOSS	 SET Cy OPPOSITE
@ 70 GPM
	
24 GPM
READ 10' HEAD LOSS
@ 50 GPM	 ((
FIGURE 4
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TERMINAL UNIT HEAD LOSS NOTES
The plans will generally contain "scheduled" terminal equipment capa-
city, flow rate and head loss. The scheduled equipment may or may not be used,
however, dependent on final bid selection. The terminal equipment schedule
finally used must be based on the equipment actually "Bid Selected". The "Bid
Selected" terminal equipment manufacturer should supply "certified" flow rate
and head loss information for use by the balance contractor.
The terminal manufacturer may only be able to provide a single certi-
fied point for some terminal units; head loss for a single flow rate point. Given
that required flow rate is different from that provided haw can the new heart loss
be determined for the required flow?
Scale 5 of the B&G System Syaer can be used again. To illustrate, the
terminal manufacturer states that a particular unit has 6' head loss at 4 GPM.
Required flow rate is only 3 GPM. The procedure for establishing the head lass
at 3 GPM is shown below as in Figure 5.
READ 3 4' HEAD LOSS
FIGURE 5	 OPPOSITE 3 GPM
p;Ibe C-13
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EQUIPMENT .Room HEAD LOSS
While equipment room head loss evaluation is not necessary for the pro-
portional "pre-set" balance procedure, it is useful for evaluation of final pump
head requirement and for prediction of estimated flow rates through each terminal
(see page C-2).
Equipment room head loss determination is essentially the same as for
tho. terminal sub-circuit in that it is composed of several parts:
1. Pipe and Fitting Head Loss
2. Control Valve Head Loss
3. Prime Equipment Head Loss (Boilers, Chillers, etc.)
4. Specialty Equipment Head Loss (Strainers, Air Separators,
3-D, Checks, etc.)
Pipe and fitting head loss procedures are the same as described for dis-
tribution piping head losses. Equivalent length for equipment room strainers,
checks, etc. shown on the calculation chart.
Control valve head losses are the same as described on page C-10.
Head loss for boilers and chillers is available from the manufacturer.
Head loss for Bell & Gossett specialty equipment (Rolairtrol, 3-D and
Suction Strainer refer to B &G Product Catalog)
7
:'z 'so
T-1/SCI
t
^ 	 2'h%50
1
L 1'Y%SO
V-2
2'h%70
3%120
V-3
I Yq'/10
1%130
4"30/LIO
P-1
3,/80
--^	 —' --	 BID SELECTED
c3 - t !
	 I
s	 O	 `	 TERMINAL UNIT SCHEDULE
V-1
	 I --3780
	 {
I
CS-2 {
I	 {
^I'/4/10 4
	
VALVE C  SCHEDULE
CS-3	 I
-	 -	 I
{
I
curarr V-4
4 /v0 4'
^-j
^r	 I
8LR	
9%Bp	 *3"/130 Means;	 ^7CTr ..
F	 .4''	 Pipe @ 1 c t o G-P	
^OOR ^aC +U^.id x i16	 For Pipe Section G-	 ^y-f
CS-4
T-4/80	 ^'
	 r
Terming
Unit
M fg.
No. ' GPM +
t.
Hd.
T-1 -- --- 50 5'
°-2 -- --- 70 12'
T-3 -- --- 10 3'
T-4 -- --- 80 4'
Valve No. CV GPM
V1 '24 50
V2 .24 70
V 3 4.8 10
V4 185 210
4-
`s-rao	 FIGURE 6
EQUIPMENT ROOM PIPE SECTION REPRESENTED BY H—A (THRU BOILER)
Distribution Pipe Section Head Loss Tabulation Form
Pipe Section A-8 B-D D•F GE E-C, 0-11 G D-F B-C A-11 H-A
Flow Rate 130 120 50 1 /0 80 130 50 70 /0 80 210
Pipe Size 3" 3" 21Z" 1y" 3" 3" I 121Y 2N A# 3 0 0
Measured Length 30' y0' q2' 50' 60' 132' ,50' 50' 61' 1/0' 62'
5 EL or Thru Tee 4' /9' 31, 8' 32' /8' I.^^s' 3Z 75
a N Side Tee /7' ^6' r/Z'
I
valve r 2 ' Z ' 1 ' 2/i' T3'bH other
w oche r
Total Equivalent Length 46' b#' 60' 3X: 68' 164' Q¢' 76' 75Xy' 1691 Q}§'
Pipe & Fitting Head Lose (Table 1) 19' 2,2' 1 2' /. 0 ' /-/' 6 . 6' / 9' Z•Y' 14' 2.6' z.s"
Terminal
Unit No. T-1 T-2 T-3 T-#
Head Loss ^` /2- .. ,
Control
Valve
Cv Z JJ
Head Lose 10' 20' 0' — 31
Total Head Lose with Control Valve 6- 9'119' 6.6'
3-D
Rolairtrol
Boi1c r
WC)RKSNF.F.T	 3	 Total
1.5'
15'
2'
/Q.$
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APPENDIX D
SPARE PARTS LIST
The folloi•:ing is a list of spare parts recommended for
the mechanical subsystem. These items are parts that %, ,ould receive above
average use or are subject to wear. The possib i lity of their failure during
normal use is ', n our opinion greater than those parts not included. Since
the system rumps are normally stocked shelf items, they have not been included.
Failure of a major pump component would require a considerable period of down
time for removal, repair and replacement on line.. 	 it is therefore left to
the owners discretion whether to repair or replace the pump.
All parts Iistcd below should be re-ordered upon their required use.
I TFH	 S 1 7-E	 QUANTITY
Griswold Now Control Crevice	 3/4"	 1
Griswo'.d Flo:: Control Device	 1 1/2"	 1
Modurmare Control Valve	 3/1 ► "	 1
I loduma to Control Vol ve	 7 "	 1
Boll t Gossett Pump llnchani :al Seal 	 -	 1
JLnl.ins 5:Jl l Vniv,-:
Tcficn Se;.l & 0-Ring Pt,c.kiiiF 	 3/A"	 i
Teflon Se,.] b C-fang Packing	 1"	 i
Triac Board Lorin A
	 --	 l
Sunkeeper Controller	 --	 1
GWINAL PAM' X'
Page D-11
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APPENDIX E
EQUIPMENT INFORMATION
4
F*
Page E-= I
The Zone Control Valve Instruction Sheet V01184, Rev 3 and
information bulletin A-412 have been deleted because they are copyrighted
in 1972 and 1975 by International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation.
For information contact Bell & Crossett, Fluid Handling Division - ITT,
Morton Grove, Ill. , 60053.
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SPECIFICATIONS
FLOW C014TROL VALVE
SHORT FORM,
r ;7
_-	 T	 E ['1'
.z
,4
r
This specificai:ion has been prepared for the conveni6nce of consulting
engineers for specifying Griswold Flow Cuit.rol Valves on jo g s where a
lengthy detailed description is not required.
The Meter Kit (2.0) is an option which hecomes a convenient tool for
verifying terminal flU:vs where a quantity of flow coltrols are involved.
	
1.0	 AUTOMATIC FLO't' CO"^ 7 ROi. VAL1'FS
Flow control valves tz hal l be fextory calibrated, di r( ct acting,
aut:o;,atic pr^ssure compensating typ(, . Each valve shall limit
flow rates to within +5 accuracy, regardless of system pressure
fluctuations. Valve cootr'ol machonism shall consist of a tamper
proof, stainless stei.l cartridge as{L3iiJly with open chambers and
unobstructed •Flops pas aq s. Carti - idge assembly shall include? a
scl 1--cleaning, s p •r -i ng-loaded Inov i n: cup guided at No separate
point, and sha i i uti 1 i e the full available differential pressure
to actuate without h , sterisis_ or binding. Four differential pres-
sure. rangc-s ,hbl i be zvai lab 14 tdithl he min -I nvi-i ran ge reqLi ring
l E'^s glean 2 osi d. each 'g al vL- t o be provi dcd wti .h a { ICO I 'Leg,
clI?in and stamp ,,:?d for s`-'s - cm i (i an0 f i ;'at i Ian. ' Prossure taps artd
quick di scon n eCt". va i vas shal l 'Li p.-ovi'ad w i th ferrous bodies..
All Iryc'ror, it: sy^t%i.1 flC'd C0;11:i'Ll `;;.1'drs siia? 1 ill Of Oii.^ Iila!ll' i^tC-
t.urer. FIci control va'"-as L.hall be manufactim-ed by Griswold
Controls, Si.n to Ana, California.
OPTIONAL [1 :FF. SSORY
	
2.0	 1:I.011 1+;EM IR ING IM' ST VUMENIT
	
2.1	 Furni s 	 portable flow measuring apparatus, com.plete with carrying
Case, pressure gau ge, ,3i -way villve, hoses and LOnneCtiOnS. Unit
to be Compati M e with autcmati C f l OW Con tr'll valves to indicate
pressure differential to determine flew ratethrough the valve.
Page E-3
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^lt POOR QU AT-TTY
1.
i{
The Crisv:ald ConstmiZ-i • (o i Control Wave
The Gri:vreld tons1ant4lo•! coo.trot valve. is a unitue device. 71 'e
eo:+tml r ,cLllanism is totally anrtuszd within the f!uie system and
consists of iust tine mnving pa: t: a rvtfarattA sprini !o- ed cup th:,t
moves it-. re .p.)me to cL nLes in It.: pressure dn,, , (nr Citterenti l)
aclo's the valve.
As t!-..• prestur. dross in4re=at (r.h:ch would normally in^rata
flow!, t:tq cttis 1.10v es w C-13% off a yt• Itlan of the r )sa orr.ccs.
As tl.c pressure drop drerc..:es (vWca :would evrmelly dcricase
flow), th,- err, :: wes w rx i.)ote 31drujn.,1 wilice arcs.
The result 4 roott-nt flu;	 vilva, in:i prrt .!ent of the
pressure trop a cro, ; the valve (% -thin the rare • ; ti; fine:d b_Intv). 'I Ln
acct.. ! floe. rat: is rci ra 11.r f:•-'.ory Ly the :ha, z i-M :iz of the
turM1i:Jtr r -tL+sigm •d orifice o; -W,i]s i.sd the ;tronl ,h o! 1hC Gplill!i
nicr:rani;•m.	 -
llressui,;-	 op C .-In.roi I
Whcn tlr spline is fully v y mnd^d (:.t a toy; [ r'esstr*tiros! Icvet) of
fully comp cssed (at a hi tih pressu=!:•Grnj level), i,i furt}t:r move-
went of the cup is prnsihie. Tt •rt y iwn conr!•itioms thrr^fr,re estahlistt
the effective pres:ura•drop ran•:r vrth!n w:+ich dtc valve: can p^rtnun
its constant flow control function.
rieyond these upp:r end Iuwer fimilt, the valve i•ets;; a fixed orifice
dcvlCr. With prctsure drops bulor the minimum, tho flow rate
decreases. With r r essure drop; nbavc the maximum, the (tow rate
inamas". The actual flow rate, tuMLr thess cxtrem: conditions c.:rl
be, d.;^nnined by optional dillersntiwl•piesurre metering kits and
conj— -at charts supplied Ly Griw.Vd.
Cut in most a;^ptications, thr va!sc is sciccted to apelate tvilhin i;s
conslant•ilow pressurc.drop range.
FactorySet now Pates
Since the flow rate within the prrssrrre•drop rangy- is s^_t at the
factory, the requited Cow rite must be specified it the time that
thi! valve is ctdarerl.
To eceantrllodalo a wida variety of system requimioents, Griswold
valves are available with hundreds of different Ilvwr.itc settings,
ranting from 0.5 GP.. to C. „rc than I 2,0J0 GPM. Flow acca trery is
within AS% uver at least fi5% of the pressure drop control r,,nzr.
T:te charts on tit+ folla%ving p^vGZs indiww the types and si.ros of
valves the t are available. (Since in most eas^s the rondo1 mr_hanism
is in the form of repl.ccatle ca -rir'a:.s, tlo:v rate can be edivsicd in
the held by ;imh'.c rartrit:j ,: replacernant.)
Gale to .Sala A a Gristvol d Valve
Griss:cld ca sttant•^!o.vvulvas we 3wA'.ab!z in few basic styles:
a^ t.a.ga size, 	 motiwed, in Lath gray and duetilu i=-.
t+)	 s;w, w6i;h thrvaticd ends, ir. r} ray iron.
e) Methu:n ;nd Miniature si.r% vatic threaded or solvclrtWL'd
ends, in t VC p:dstic.
d 1, Minimuil size, with threaded nr:d stveat • type trids, if, grey iron
awl wi ov3:lt co, l,er.
171e first ttcp in r- " icvtin3 i Grist •ta!d volt'! 6 to tfetcu^l:n^ thn -nett
suitabic style to, te applirmion.
With this accomplished, the sp-ccific t.r tve is sctr-;ed by fot.'.os^:a7
th, s: fuur easy ;tern:
;'ten i Keswro-Drop Control Range
D.terminc thr requirrii pressure -drop range by calculating the
mas:intum and minfrnurn pressure drops that the valve will rzperi-
t oce in uparation. Ill ! n.aximim will typ i cilly occur when all other
circuits in lice system arc c losed. The minimum will occur when all
other urcui:s are upen. Choose the pressur .-drop control rang.: (sae
sclrction tables) that most closely matches these values.
Step 2 Size and Flow flme in Gt'111
Within this rmsy . , select t4^ s'afve size that will provide the required
flow rate., Uch valve size brackets a scrics of factorysct flow raies,
determined by tA i n; theJoscest GPiA for that size and addmn thv
G11.1 incrrment shovers. Calculate the GYM that will most closely
approxirnatc the inquired tdtc.
Step 3 Model Number
The size and control range will determine a Model Number. In the
case of flange mnunfed vdl:cs, there is a choice of two Moda
Nuitmltrrs, d4peoihng oa tshL:Iher a gtay or ductile iron housinj is
required.
Step 4 Other Options
Make any other required eucisions, such as pipe or tubing size, where
there is a choice, and tyre of end fittings (a.g., threaded,
solvent•%wid, or wmat type).
L	 -/
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PSI
F	 cssus-r -DROP FACTORY-SET FLOW N \TES NOMINAL	 MODU NO.	 MODEL NO.
I.'INP-111'.i START
_
INCI;L AIENTS MAXIMUMCONTROL. IIANCiE SIZE	 (THRLADLD)	 (SWCAT Tl'Pki)
'-
1 10 1 .50 GFH .66 GPM G:-33	 't.t 2.G0 GPI,A -3/4' 3521 35519.00 GPM 3 33 CHM 6G GPM 11.33 GFt.t I S: - I %3" 3531
I	 3522
3561
? IG 32 .75 GPr1 1.c!? CrI M .5 GPM 4 0 CPM 3/4- 35524.5 GPM 5 0 aPM 1 0
	 G1,1 I11 170
	
CPn1 1 y. - 1 y} • I!	 3532 3562
4 t0 R7 1.60 G!'L1 1.93 GPM 66 GF'I.1 5.33 GPM 3/4' 3524 3554G 00 GF• IA 6.63 GPM U43 GPM 22 ( G GPM I S.	 -	 1 yr' 3534 3564
6 t0 128 1 50 GPM 2 0 GPM 1.0 GPM a 0 GPM	 3/4- 35211 35`.Sl 90 GPM 100G M 2.0 CPhi 3.10 GP:A	 1'r. •1 yr" 3538 35GO
DIN1ENSI N]S
(INCHES)
A	 a	 C`
SIZE
	 (X'PT1
	 MAXIMI1M
	 111AXIPdUhl
314"	 314 -- 14
	 v.5
	 1.75	 -
1 .1:2	 1.1/2 - 11 . 112	 6.0	 2.9
' Add 1-1/2" for Schrader valv0 Kil
SPEC H-1CATfONG
c P.cssurr/Tca;cratwa RrGn^
	 23] PSI/400'F
-^'	 tmomal P,e.ts
	 AISI Type 300 swiss P3t • ivaltd stain! si
suet, Willi AIS1 17 . 7 PH spring,
Rod. MauF I	 'Grey Ircn ASTM Al26-GI T CIas3 30
^^^!^ PACE IS
WALITY
1)!r14(= )'1 )i C,N't"
(li•'CFIFF)
n lSIZE	 fl:..
MAXI UM
h1AY.II:St1M
9/4	 u.078:0180 I I)
	 ^	 4gA0
-1 . 112 1,
	1.;'::a/1.1:315 ;2
	 .51 
-L-_0
o.Ca?
1 .782
1:) Will sttrpt 7),!" 0.1 ), ' Idl e or: rte° tyr.7^^^Y., L r. 14 caPar: tutu
(71 Will C - t d , t 1 .511r' Q-0. tube to 1- 112 	 IV" K, L is M evpp: r IaL-3
Prenure/itrap- :' U., I7rtirl; 253 PSI! 103°F
Ird•r;;al r.,• t: AtSI IrPe 3G0 serier psnt.• IIeC stamlm heel.
with AIM 17 .7 P!'sdni.
r•otty, I•.a' rr:A 1Yr0u;;ht a	
_3r A' 1` 14 iiZ;-G;.T1'?o 122
t
1
1	 +,a {s: i f r	 ^^ t,	 FW f^l i•.L.irift. • Ili C:iily(^^t.:'-IiiLF,:
n. No special insml:atio-) iE-0mitlncs rare r,quircd. lnsk.,l
flow 4rrectionit) rrcj% •; In dilLction of flow.
b.Clean Imms up strean, of valve of particles lal(ger than
cpproxiniatelyl/1C• ' diameter (equiw1ent to 20 mesh
slrwiner).
c. S n_al thre.dcd -enri valves with reproved pipe com-
pound (dop:'). Tcrque on small valves shau'd no.
exem. 175 ft. Eris.
c1. AssemLle tl,la;r.-Inc. rated vales with studs provir.2d
by Griswold alsd fiznres And <(pskets furnished by
instaier.
f1 Si t I- t f t :1Fti^. CYTf-%I 	 e^^«. ^f 1
1'%j
C'
u. G:istvold valves ara facto ry asseml;l-d and totted.
Thcy are tamper pm;,f, im i-field adjust,"Ac. Speci-
fied flow; are certified within 150A0.
b. Tho;e wives furnished lath pressure fittings may he
checked with suitabl y
 , t:ch. If found to be operating
out of sp ocified range, refer to conversion tables to
dete rmine•
 flow.
60 GPM
1f.0 GPt.1
75 GPM
225 GPM
3QO GpM
I SO GPM
450 GPM
S17IZE.
a"
l^	 3"
3. & 2'
`	
3'
3"
ND.	 I
3281
3331	 I
3202
3332
3204
3334
1200
3338
Clt^'1 F^5iQIN.,
(INCIiFs)
srr--CEE'4c`j%-i 1c'ls
Pea:currlrcmperrlurc na na
wel"A IWO
Body
pody Tipp ;,r;,1
200 'a1125eF.
Ahcno liz spacers: AISI T1 na z^0 series 1 a.sivaleJ
tiainlc rs s:eci, triti, 11151 1 T •' ► r•I 1. turg'
Gray•iran ASTA4 Al26-41117 Gass 5'3
114 14PY
A
W11
1.112'
3"
Ca
r^o^,u un t_
4.111
i D.oa
8
MAXIINIUI11
0:,13
8 ^!3
y3iR
01A' HAIFS
GUNTROL i, •t+n"E P °.I
14
1.3 to ?D	 62
2 to 32	 77,5
B to 128
"D,? 1(Y' t;c 2' r 	C r	 A^
-2 C,	 I	 I
^
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300 tbs. Non-Shock Cold Water
for Types l:, E and M Copper Tubing
Regrinding Bronze Disc
Safe pressure- t emperoture rating of solder-joint system depends not
only on valve, fitting and tubing strength, but also on composition of
solder used for joints.
Pressure - temperature ratings for solder joints made wilh typical com-
mercial solders can h :e found in Table A of ANSI 1316.1$-1972 and
TaLole I of MSS SP-73-1470.
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Pressure-lernperaturc rMings for solder joints made wish typical com-
­1 	 ni crcial sol d ers con be fowid in Table A of ANSI B16.16-1972 and
Table I ut 1ASS SP-73-1970.
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HAZARD ANALYSIS
i
1.0	 Introduction
1.1	 Scare and Purpose
3	
The hazard analysis contained herein is intended to evalu
ate the inherent safety of the Integrated Programmable Electronic
f
Controller and Hydronics Package (IPECHP), and to present a quali-
tative assessment of potential hazards in installation, operation
and maintenance of the equipment. ,
 The hazard analysis includes
identification and categorization of potential hazards, and a des-
 of the design, procedural and maintenance instructions,
and documentation used to assure dafe operation of the IPECHP.
1.2	 Background and hpproach
The IPECHP, in its normal operational environment, pre-
sents no hazards to the occupants of the facility, since the co*-
ponents/subassemblies are located in a locked cabinet in the utility
area.
The initial installation on-site is performed by licensed
electricians and plumbers, in accordance with ap proved safety codes.
It should also be pointed out that the basic level of complexity and
hazard potential of the electrical and hydronics'subassemblies in no
greater than typical domestic hot-water heating systems, and there-
?	 fore, presents no challenge to the state-of-the-art.
i
2.0	 Safety Criteria
The intent of the operational concepts of the IPECHP is
to provide a completely safe controller and hydronics subsystem
that.can be installed and maintained by suitably trained personnel
without any hazards to personnel., equipment, or structure.
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^.1	 Definitions
The definitions given below are derived from MIL-STD-882,
"System Safety Program for Systems and Associated Subsystems and
F
Equipment: Requirements for".
i
Safety. Freedon from those conditions that can cause injury
or death to personnel, damage to or loss of equipment or
property.
items. A composite, at any level of complexity, of opera-
tional and support equipment, personnel, facilities, and soft-
ware which are used together as an entity and are capable of
performing and/or supporting an operation role.
Hazard. Any real or potential condition that can cause injury
or death to personnel, or damage to or loss of equipment or
property.
. y
f
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2.2	 Hazard Level Categories 0F. POOR QVALTM
These are qualitative measures of hazards stated in rela-
tive terms. MIL-STD-882 established and defines the following
categories. The basis is that personnel error, environment, design
characterictics, procedural deficiencies, or subsystem/component
failure or malfunction:
a. Category I -Negligible
.	 will not resilt in personnel injury or system damage
b. Category II -Marginal
. . . can be counteracted or controlled without injury to
personnel or major system damage.
I.
n
E 1	 C.	 Cate og ry II I - Critical
r.
.	 will cause personnel injury or major damage, or
r_.•	 will require immediate corrective action for personnel
or system survival.
d. Category IV - Catastro hic
. . . will cause death or sever injury to personnel,
or system loss.
	
3.0
	 Hazard Analysis
This analysis is presented in the narrative form rather
than as a matrix or "hazard tree" because of the preliminary nature
of the maintenance approach at this time. The basic design concepts
of the IPECHP will assure that no hazards exist to personnel occupy-
ing the facility during normal operation of the heating and hot-water
system.
	
3.1
	 Hazard Identification
The potential hazards associated with the IPECHP can only
occur in the event of a malfunction of the protective devices in the
electrical and hydrinics subassemblies, or during maintenance activity
which requires personnel access to the IPECHP cabinet. These poten-
tial hazards would be identified as indicated below.
a. Personnel - electrical shock, burns, injury due to mechanical
malfunctions.
b. Equipment - damage or loss of function due to the compon-
ent failure. (Damage would require simultaneous compon-
ent and protective device failure, in the case of the
electrical subassembly.
c. Structure - damage or loss of function due to major failure/
malfunction of a component or subassembly.
g.
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3.2	 Source of Hazards
The possible sources of hazards under abnormal or mainten-
ance conditions are enumerated in the following paragraphs.
3.2.1	 Hazards to Personnel
During maintenance, the components which operate directly
from the 115 volt AC power source could present a personnel hazard.
These are the pump motors, relays, and the 115 volt/24 volt step-
down transformers.
The piping and heat exchager associated with=the hydronics
subsystem internal to the IPECHP could reach a maximum temperature
of 244°F, which could result in severe burns. Additionally, the
piping could burst if external pressure regulating/safety controls
were to malfunction.
Mechanical hazards to personnel would be sharp edges on
cabinets, brackets, or the Controller Assembly enclosure, or heavy
subassemblies that are not provided with handles or other suitable
gripping means so that they could be inadvertently dropped during
maintenance actions.
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3.2.2	 Hazards to Equ^Rment
Under abnormal conditions which could result from failure
of protective devices to operate, the IPECHP could suffer wiring
damage or burst pipes or leaking couplings /fittings in the hydronics
subassembly.
3.2.3	 Hazards to Structure
The cabinet containinf the IPECHP subassemblies could suffer
permanent damage under highly abnormal conditions (i.e. component
damage). However, because of its construction and the fact that it is
.
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closed and locked during normal operation, there will be no damage
to the facility caused by failure of the IPECHP in the extreme and
very remote possibility of fire or explosion. Since the materials
in the IPECHP are non-flammable and no volatile fluids are used in
the system, the cause of a fire or explosion have to come from some
malfunction or environmental anomaly external to the IPECHP.
3.3	 Level of Hazards
3.3.1	 Severity of Personnel Hazards
Electrical shock to maintenance personnel could be a
critical to catastrophic hazard, depending on conditions of skin
resistance, etc. Similarly burns from the hydronics components/
assemblies could be minor or major (marginal to critical) depending
on the temperature of the part, and whether protective coverings
had been removed for inspection purposes.
3.3.2	 Severity of Hazards to Equipment
Wiring damage and/or burst pipes/fittings could result in
system loss, and therefore are categorized as critical to catastro-
phic (major) .
3.3.3	 Severity of Hazards to Structure
Fire damage to the IPECHP cabinet could be classified as
critical to catastrophic, depending on the number of components in-
volved. Water damage from burst pipes would be considered negligible
or marginal.
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3.4	 Elimination or Control of Haziards
3.4.1
	 cant rolk of lh: iards to Personnel
3.4.1.1	 Manufacturing
All internal wiring is eonnecte.d, inspected and tested by
SXC porsonnel prior to shipment to the installation point:. UL listed
motors, relays, wiring and other associated parts connected to the
120 volt powerl ine± will be used. The completed IPECHP assembly will
be tested for dielectric withstanding voltage ("hipot") capabil ity,
and leakage current. in compliance with UL standards. All of they
plumbing in the hydronias package is connected # inspected and to3ct_od
(at 1.5 times the operating pressure) by a licensed stetinifitter at
S1;C prior to shipment.
Areas within the cabinet where voltages in excess of 30
volts AC (r.m.s.) are used are identified with high -voltage warning
labels, and are suitably covored to prevent accidental contact by
personnel. Sintilarly, the hydronics subassembly piping is covered
with insulation anti identified by high temperature warning labels.
A plastic shield is used to isolate the hydronaics sub-
assembly, located on the frame of the cabinet, from the controller
subassembly, located can the door of the cabinet. All mechanical
parts and enclosures havo rounded corners and the edges of brackots
are rounded to avoid personnel injury.
There is no overpressurization protection within the
IPECIIH unit. However, the external heating system piping must be
af
i designed to include suitable automatic pressure-relief valves, and
manual control valves will be required at the input to the TPECUP
for use by maintenance personnel.
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3.4.1.2	 Installation
Nydronic and electrical connections to the 1PECNP unit
on-site mist be made by licensed personnel in accordance with local
building codes and the National Electric Code. Part of the install-
ation .instructions call for assuring that the "green wire ground"
makes a good connection to the electrical ground of the facility.
A ground stud on the cabinet is used for this purpose, in addition
to the third wire in the power cable.
3.4.1.3	 Maintenance
Maintenance operations will be performed by trained
personnel who are familiar with safety requirement s acc;oci ated with
120 volt AC power and pressurized hydraulic systems. In addition,
the instruction manuals will include clearly emphasized warnings
whenever a potentially hazardous maintenance action is undertaken.
Normally, after any required tests are performed to isolate the
faulty component, all voltage to the unit w11 be disconnected at the
facility electrical control box before t'Ye maintenance action is
continued.
3.4.2	 Con t rol of Hazards tci i`..pt^pm^ ,nt
3.4.2. 1
	
Mat.iufai^, turinq
The electrical components are protected from potential
damage by the cabinet_ circuit breakor and individual branch fuses
for each major subassembly. The component insulation is do,;.igned
to be flame retardant and non-combustible s . The hydronic subassvlt^nly
could use a number of fluids, but is mainly intended for use with
ordinary water, :so that no toxic or flammable fluids will lac• present.
3.4.2.2	 Ynstalla Lion
Comments are similar to personnel safety during installa-
tion. All operations wi ll be performed by licensed Versonnol us i.iy
K
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the same skills required for connection of ordinary domestic heating.
and hot-water systems.
3.0.2.3 Maintenance^
Potential hazards to equipment during maintenance activiti
will be controlled by the inherent design provisions. wiring harnes
will allow removal of electrical parts and assemblies, such as relay
motors t
 or the Controller Assembly without dama ge or the necessity
awkward positioning of heavy parts. The hydronics assembly is
similarly designed such that on-site maintenance will not damage tho
equipment, provided that normal care is exercised.
3.0.3	 Control of Hazards to Structure
Hazards to the BHP structure are controlled by the sattme
precautions as apply to oquipment hazards for the manufacturing,
installation, and maintenance phases. The liklihood that .,% compon-
ent failure would Also involves failure of a fuse and circuit breltk r
(in series) to open the electrical circuit is so remote as to be
considered impassible.
0.0	 Residual l la?ards
The only residual hazard potential in the present design
of the IPBCHP is associated with overpressure in the hydranics
assembly during a mai n tenance action. lloweaver, it is expected that
there will be a pressures indicator and manual shutoff valvos .roadi ly
accessible to the maintenance person in the event that 0110 c_"xtea t «.el
automatic pro sure-relief system is not functioning properly.
a
i
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,.Wardwoe Fall.ure Modes
	
5.1	 Electrical Failures
The only electrical failur modes, at the component level,
that could create a hazard would be partial short circuits in the
cabinet circuit breaker series leg, a fuse (next to impossible)
and an electrical part, so that excessive current would flow,
causing melting of wire insulation. The current would have to be
low enough so that the fuse or circuit breaker in the branch circuit
of the main facility electrical box does not low, and yet high enough
to raise the temperature of the wire to the insulation melting point..
Again, this -- even independently of the failure of the protective
devices in the IPECHP to operate -- is an extremely remote, if not
impossible, condition.
	
5.2
	 Hydronics Failure
Failure of the piping or coneactions in the-hydronics assem-
bly would involve cracking or rupture of the piping and/or connection.
The materials and processes used are rated at pressures over 10 tines
higher than the b0 p. s. i . used in this system, so that the likelihood
of a major hazard is extremely remote.
	
6.0
	 Safety Documentation
A safety file will be set up and maintained throughout
the duration of the program. It will contain copies of all proof
testing of electrical and hydronic assemblies, records of inspections
by follow-up services of Underwriters Laboratories and fire inspec-
tion personnel., and any safety reports that might be obtained from
field experience, together with corrective action taken.
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